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STAFF MAILBOX																		 				STAFF MAILBOX
This section of the Flyer is in response to the many
comments, questions and suggestions that Daedalian
HQ receives. Please continue to send input via email
to communications@daedalians.org.

“Oh, for the most part, pretty well…” I responded.
“There are a few ’slugs’ every now and then, but
those guys are everywhere,” I continued.

In the latest issue of Daedalus I noticed that Rebecca
Sonkiss, past 89 Wing Commander (on my left), joined
the Daedalions. What a special day when they invited
me to Andrews to present me with a new Sam Fox
jacket.
Lt. Col. Kathy La Sauce, USAF (Ret)

“Absolutely,” I replied. Then I went on, “You can
kind of write your own ticket. If you come to ATC
and apply yourself, you can do quite well. Matter of
fact, you might consider becoming an ATC IP for your
follow-on assignment yourself…”

I read the article on General Russ Dougherty with
great interest the other day. I never knew him, but
I did meet him once. I was on a T-38 student crosscountry one weekend and on Sunday afternoon, we
stopped in Offutt AFB, NE for a ‘gas and go.’ I just
‘happened’ to call the SOF (Supervisor of Flying) at
Vance, to check on their status. The SOF then told
me I needed to be back by 1630 because some
unplanned runway work came up. I looked at my
watch and knew right away that we were ‘pressed
for time.’ So, I told my student to take up a position
in my 7 o’clock and watch the fight planning drill. As I
began tearing through maps and filling out our Form
70s and so forth, I noticed a figure approaching my
5 o’clock position. I didn’t pay any attention to him
other than noting his presence. Finally, he began
speaking. The ensuing conversation went something
like:
“So, where are you guys out of?”
“Vance,” I replied.
“How do you like being a ’38 IP?”
“Oh, I love it,” (and I did), I responded.
“Where were you before Vance?”
“I came out of C-141s and HC-130’s,” I replied again
as I continued with our flight planning.
“Do you have many SAC guys at Vance?” he inquired.
“A few…”
“How do they do?”

“Are the SAC guys treated well?” he asked.

He then said, “I just might take that under
consideration,” as I turned to see him - and found
myself staring at 8 STARS; four on each shoulder! I
immediately froze, not knowing whether to crap or
go blind. General Dougherty just stood there grinning
at me, then he extended his hand. I took it, shook
and we both began chuckling.
A chance encounter on a mid-Fall Sunday afternoon
in Offutt Base Ops, and I gained a tremendous
amount of respect for a man I never knew before…
Thank you for the background story on General
Dougherty. I have even more respect for him now…
Lt. Col. Bob Holliker, USAF (Ret)
The Lockheed Tri-Motor On A Dark and Stormy
Night brought back good memories of flying with
Lt Col Fred Horky as Fred’s stories that I was a part
of always do. I did absolutely have an inordinate
amount of trust in Fred’s aviator abilities. Of all the
pilots I flew with in close to 5000 hours in the C-130
B, E, and H models, Fred was the best – pilot, aircraft
commander, mission management. I was lucky to
have his example to go by.
I’d like to add one note to Fred’s story and a
perspective on the environment it took place in
for some of our younger members. First, for the
Dragon Rouge mission the 464th Troop Carrier Wing
(777th Troop Carrier Sq. & 778th Troop Carrier Sq.)
was awarded the Mackay Trophy for 1964 and the
story was on the cover of Time magazine – not your
average airlifter mission. Google “Dragon Rouge
Congo.” The Historynet.com article and the article by
Sam McGowen which has pictures are worth a few
minutes.
The flying environment, even in the newest model
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of the C-130 some of which were only months
old, was far different from the environment today.
From navigator’s perspective, the term GPS didn’t
exist. The earliest experiments leading to it were
in the mid-1960s. Overwater navigation in the
north and south Atlantic was by dead reckoning
aided by a pretty good doppler radar system for
groundspeed and drift and celestial navigation. Near
the European coast LORAN (based on a network of
HF radio stations might be available depending on
atmospheric conditions. It was a full-time job to get
from one place to another. In Europe, there was
no ATC radar. Airways navigation was by VOR and
NDB beacons with very few of the VOR stations also
having DME equipment. Only military airfields had
TACAN. Air traffic control required radio position
reporting with time over the beacon and an ETA for
the next point. Descent for landing was often a “high
altitude penetration” approach, usually a teardrop
pattern starting around 20,000 feet and crossing the
final approach fix at a specified altitude.
With all that said, great story Fred. Please share more
of them.
Col. Bill Whitaker, USAF (Ret)

Corrections to last edition:

ON THE COVER
Front
Maj. Zane Taylor, U.S. Air Force Air Demonstration Squadron “Thunderbirds” slot pilot, flies over
Indianapolis Motor Speedway for the opening
ceremonies of the 104th Indy 500 in Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 23, 2020. This was the first time the
Thunderbirds performed the opening ceremonies
for the Indy 500. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff
Sgt. Andrew D. Sarver)
Back
The U.S. Air Force Air Demonstration Squadron “Thunderbirds” flew Matt Dibenedetto and
Daniel Suarez, both NASCAR drivers and Steve
Phelps, NASCAR president, in the days prior to
the Daytona 500 Feb. 13-14, 2019, at Daytona
Beach, Fla. Since 1953, the Thunderbirds team
has served as America’s premier air demonstration squadron, entrusted with the vital mission
to recruit, retain and inspire past, present and
future Airmen. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt.
Cory W. Bush)

* Col. Donald Foster, USAF (ret) was listed on
the In Memoriam page as deceased. We are
happy to report he is alive and well.
* Ace’s Twilight The War In The Air 1918 was
reviewed by Col. Charles Baumann, USAF (Ret).
* Col. Raymond Kleber, USAF (Ret) was left off
the Ace donation list.

Daedalus Flyer (ISSN 10832831), the official
Daedalian journal, is published quarterly by the
Daedalian Foundation.
All rights reserved.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Daedalains P.O. Box 249, Universal City, TX 781480249
or membership@daedalians.org
For reprints or editoral communications, contact
National Headquarters:
Daedalians, P.O. Box 249, Universal City, TX
78148-0249
Phone (210) 945-2111
Fax (210) 945-2112
Email communications@daedalians.org
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NATIONAL COMMANDER																		 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Greetings Fellow Daedalians,
I hope you all are well! This virus pandemic has turned into a test of wills and I hope that you are steadfast in not letting it get the best of you physically or mentally. While the elections and COVID-19 have led to
much divisiveness and rancor, we remain dedicated to our mission and a common cause of inspiring young
Americans to pursue military aviation.
Staying connected during these troubling times has been a major focus. I give great credit to our executive director and several flight captains for grabbing the nettle and using technology to compensate for the loss
of the physical camaraderie and interaction we cherish. The virtual Zoom/Microsoft Teams meetings started by
several flights have spread to other flights and even been opened to members from other flights. A bonus has
been the ability to invite high-quality speakers to address a meeting from any location. For example, National
Capital Flight recently hosted the US Army Chief of Staff who is an aviator. Harley Pope Flight hosted presentations from active duty members based overseas in both Europe and the Pacific.
Daedalian awareness has expanded greatly through our
programs and other surprise contacts. Several months ago,
we were contacted by the Defense Contract Management
Agency-Boeing Seattle Office that was celebrating its 100th
anniversary. This office is the US military representative to
Boeing’s production of aircraft like the new KC-46A Pegasus
and P-8A Poseidon. In researching their history, they discovered that several of their first commanders were Daedalians
and asked to learn more about who we are. I briefed (see
Zoom screen shot) their more than 100 personnel that their
early commanders were Daedalian founder members, one
of whom, Oliver Gothlin, was a charter member present at
the Maxwell AFB meeting when the Order was founded. Another was Frank Tyndall after whom Tyndall AFB is
named. I also briefed told them how we honor their rich heritage today through our outreach programs. They
learned a lot about who we are and what we represent and we
learned more about several of our founder members.
Recently, Maureen DeFelice was contacted by a representative working with National Geographic on the documentary, “The
Right Stuff” airing on Disney +. They had discovered that all of the
original Mercury 7 astronauts were Daedalians. Maureen confirmed
that all seven were life members and sent them a copy of an artifact we have with the original signatures of all seven on a picture of
Daedalus and Icarus (see photo). In return, we were invited to make
a :30 second greeting to Daedalians from a “star” talent. More people are getting to know about our rich history and what we do.
You will soon receive a ballot with a lineup of our new leadership
team for the coming year. We promise no drama! Please take the
time to register your vote and, while you are at it, please consider a
donation to what we stand for to keep our programs vibrant and impactful.
Volabamus

Volamus

Lt. Gen. Nicholas Kehoe, USAF (Ret)
National Commander
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On a recent zoom call, I got a chance to meet with a flight leader that I had
not seen in about 7 years. It was a busier day and I had not yet dried, but the
opportunity to meet Lt Col Dave Barnett “face-to-face” was too important
to worry about such things. It was great to connect with him and the virtual
experience made it possible to say hello to his wife, while I got the opportunity to
share some of my family via pictures. We all crave that true human connection.
The chance to share stories, some true, maybe some embellished, but all
relatable. Nothing can replace the handshake, but nothing is going to stop the
camaraderie shared within the Order. We are stronger together and I find that
now, we are stronger than ever.
That strength really shows in our scholarship program this year. Class 62A,
through the organization of Col Dave Tippett, has opened up new opportunities for matched scholarships.
With a drive to carry on Dave’s work, the Daedalian Foundation is rolling out a named scholarship
program. This gives our members and those who are close to us a chance to honor and memorialize
someone who holds meaning. I want to give credit to our own Vice Commander, MG Andy Andreson,
USA (Ret) for his suggestion to carry on a legacy. There are more details about Named Scholarships
in latter pages of this edition. The point of the scholarship is the connection – those who flew, those
who fly, those who will fly and connect Daedalians to the Latin interpretation of our motto, Volabamus
Volamus.
We are also increasing funding for the DFT program in 2021. For the upcoming year, the foundation
is going to reimburse 75% of the cost of one student, 65% for two students, and 50% for three students,
a great opportunity to put more students in the air, creating a goal for life. I’ve seen it happen time
and time again. Several years ago, the Welchez family celebrated with Ft Hood Flight in Killeen while
Mr. Laird Leavoy and Col Richard Fairlamb congratulated Alan on his solo success. I met the family,
mom beaming ear to ear and we’ve grown close. The family is still so proud of their son who took his
first flight through the Leavoy Flying Training Program. Alan couldn’t wait to turn this experience into a
career. School, COVID, family all take bites from our efforts, but Alan, now in his third year of college will
let nothing stop him from making his experience into a career. It’s an amazing thing to watch, a young
boy getting his first glimpse at a life in the sky to becoming a man with a desire to serve and protect.
What more could one do to leave the world in a better place than inspire someone who will follow
your footsteps to use his/her life for that kind of good? Seeing these stories in action, well it isn’t an
embellished story, it’s something that makes me smile and one I love sharing. I hope as Daedalians, you
too are proud of what the Daedalians stand for.
No one will argue it’s been a year of change. For the headquarters it has been bumpy but good. We
have two new staff members, young, energetic and smart. Taylor Watson joins as our Communications
Manager; she was mentored and embraced by Annette Crawford as Annette transitioned back into DoD.
Errin Phou is the new Flyer Editor and will work with Taylor on our communications efforts to share
how Daedalians are adding a little more goodness to this world. Some of us who have been around for
a while (Krystal, Lucia, Kristi and myself) have adjusted to CDC, county and JBSA guidelines as the world
figures things out. We keep pushing forward. Recently we put together the Daedalian ballots for 2021
Daedalian leadership. I hope you will cast your ballot and add a donation to support the programs. Most
of all, I hope you will get to experience a connection with someone you have not seen in maybe 7 years,
and enjoy it as much as I did with Dave.
Volabamus

Volamus

Maureen DeFelice
Executive Director
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SPECIAL SECTION																				

SPECIAL SECTION

ENDOWMENTS

THAT INSPIRE

Are you ready to honor or memorialize your legacy, a family member, or a friend? A Daedalian Foundation
named scholarship is a powerful opportunity to celebrate a person's military aviation experiences and
achievements. To supplement your generosity, the Foundation will partially match the scholarship's annual
awards to future military aviators. We are proud to help you honor the person for whom you create a named
scholarship.

When you start a named scholarship, know that you are giving to students who have the desire, academic
qualifications and physical ability to serve the nation and have demonstrated a financial need. Scholarships
significantly help the student concentrate on their education. Cadet Mathew Warner was struggling with
school, a part time job and caring for two ill parents with long term diseases. His grades were good, and he
had a strong desire to become a military pilot, but working and helping his parents was taking its toll. The
Daedalian Scholarship eased his load, allowing him to concentrate on his future and gave him more time to
care for his parents. If it were not for the generosity of one of our members, Mathew’s grades would not have
allowed him to qualify for pilot selection at the end of his junior year while at the University of Washington.
Help like this is needed and it is your gift that will make the difference to someone like Cadet Warner.
Annually, we will notify you who the student is that receives the scholarship you have funded. You will be
informed when and where your recipients will be honored. You can choose to attend the events or to send a
message to be read during the presentation ceremony. You will also have the opportunity to provide
biographical information and a personal note.

You can be sure your entire gift will directly support your named scholarship. None of your gift is used for
administration. Should you want to know more about the Daedalian Foundation financial standing, you can
review us on Guidestar where we have the highest possible rating. We are a qualified 501(C)3 charity. We
also earn the highest ratings from the Better Business Bureau charitable review.
Trust is a cornerstone for the Daedalians. In fact, it is one of our tenets and it reflects the way our members
live their lives. You can rest assured that those who have served alongside you will honor your wishes and
that your named scholarship will have meaning to young aviators who hold selflessness as a cornerstone of
their existence.

Every gift is a way for you to reflect your personal values and the achievements that matter most to you. It is
a tangible way to demonstrate what is important to you. Know that your influence extends far beyond the
moment of your generous gift; you are establishing a legacy that supports our nation’s military aviators of the
future.


( #*'-.#$+/#$)"*'$4

For endowments with values between $10,000 and less than $50,000, the Foundation match will total
$1,000 annually.
For endowments of $50,000 or greater, the Foundation will provide up to $1,500 in matching funds annually.
For endowments of $100,000 or more, matching will be based on the size of the gift and agreement reached
between you and the Executive Director regarding how the Foundation can best support your wishes.
You may also provide for a named scholarship in your estate plans, or you can pledge to fund one with
donations over a period of years.
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SPECIAL SECTION																				

Inspiring Our Nation’s Future
Military Aviators
Written By: Maj. Gen. Jerrold P. Allen, USAF (Ret)

SPECIAL SECTION

Daedalian Foundation Board Approves
DFT Funding Initiative
Written By: Col. Ed Sheeran, USAF (Ret)

Daedalians are motivating more and more young men and women to serve as military
aviators. Your generous support of the mission continues to make this true in 2020, despite
the effects of the pandemic.
This year is setting records for scholarship presentations to ROTC cadets who are working
to win flying training slots. Through September 30th we have awarded $141,500 to help pay
the costs of a college education. Thanks to enthusiastic Daedalian leaders all across the nation,
31 flights have participated in the matching scholarship program, versus 24 flights through the
third quarter of 2019. We have given college scholarships to 81 aspiring aviators in 2020.
Because the pandemic shut down the Daedalian Flying Training (DFT) program this year, we
have budgeted additional funds to strengthen this outstanding effort in 2021. DFT generates
great excitement for aviation careers. Here are two examples: Flight 121 in Bozeman, MT, is
especially proud of their 2017 DFT graduate, Lt Ellie Pennell. Following graduation from
Montana State University and commissioning via AFROTC, Ellie entered Euro/NATO Joint Jet
Pilot Training at Sheppard AFB, TX. When she won her wings, she was assigned to Eglin AFB,
FL, as a T-38 aggressor pilot, flying air-to-air missions against F-22s and F-35s. Her goal is to fly
the F-22 next. Stinsons Flight soloed six DFT students in 2019. Among these young aviators was
Skylar Stramoski, who aimed to win an appointment to the Air Force Academy. She succeeded
and has been at USAFA since late June. She recently reported that she is excited to have started her first aviation course at the Academy, and she looks forward to continuing to march toward her goal of becoming an Air Force pilot.
Our other inspirational efforts have remained strong, including Junior ROTC medals, awards
to distinguished flying training graduates of all of the services, recognition of the exceptional
aviator in each service, and Daedalian sponsorship of the award to the number one graduate
of the Air Force Academy.
Your generous support of the Daedalian Foundation is the key to the success of these
outstanding programs. Please consider making a gift today to inspire tomorrow’s military
aviators.
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Daedalian Flight Training is a four-way partnership with the Daedalian Foundation, participating
Daedalian flights, students, and FAA approved
flight schools. Foundation funding is made possible by donations to the Tex Hill and Les Leavoy
DFT funds. Daedalian flights select candidates,
coordinate with flight schools, monitor training
continuity, and find local sources to finance their
portion. Student participation, dedication, and
firm commitment to the training schedule are
crucial. Flight schools are expected to offer a
tailored syllabus designed to prepare a student
for a solo flight.
Since 2002, the Daedalian Foundation has supported participating flights by covering 50% of
the training expenses for two students per flight.
Some flights have selected and trained additional students using local funds. Over 300 highly
motivated young men and women have participated and many have gone on to seek careers
in military aviation at service academies and college ROTC.

We anticipate going forward with DFT in 2021.
The Board of Trustees has approved a tiered
funding structure for DFT 2021. Flights selecting
one student will receive 75% funding for ground
and flight training; flights with two students will
receive 65%; and flights selecting three will
receive 50%. Foundation funding is limited to
expenses incurred with ground/flight instruction
and does not cover incidentals such as flight
physicals, texts and log books, simulators, and
awards. This funding initiative is for DFT 2021
only.
Flights currently participating in DFT should review their agreements with their partnering flight
school and provide copies of training agreements and insurance coverage to Daedalian HQ.
Flights interested in initiating a DFT program
should review the DFT Policy Manual online at
www.daedalians.org on the flights tab under
important documents and contact Col. Sheeran
at the HQ ed.sheeran@daedalians.org
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Combat C-130 Safety in ‘Nam

Written by: Lt. Col. Thomas A. Duke, USAF (Ret)
or departed around 1830. My duty was to get some
ice while the trophy case was opened and personal
imbibing juice was stored behind the back wall. The
last decision of the day was “Where are we going for
dinner?” We all piled into the Colonel’s Jeep for the
dining facility of the day. We were back in quarters
by 2000.

The Daily Routine

After about 15 years flying C-124s, VC-121As and
VC-135Bs worldwide in the cargo and VIP missions,
in May 1970 I became the C-130 Safety Officer at Saigon’s Tan Son Nhut Airport for the Detachment of deployed CCK 314th Tactical Airlift Wing E models from
Taiwan. I had never been on a C-130! But I had the
Safety AFSC. I had a challenge and the tickets that
proved to be very rewarding.

Welcome to Combat C-130 Safety

Fortunately, while at the SAM Wing at Andrews, I
spent the summer of 1967 at the Flight Safety School
at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. In ‘Nam, most crews were in their first tour in
the C-130s and combat as was I. It required 13-hour
days seven days a week. Let the fun begin.
Det. 1, 834th Air Division was located on the flight
line and shared the Command Post building called
Saigon Tea that assisted all in-country airlift aircraft
transiting the field. My boss was a Colonel whose
office was above mine on the second floor. The Ops
Officer also had an office upstairs and was also the
Vice Commander. The maintenance officer was a Senior Lt. Col. and was located in another building but
came to staff meetings every afternoon. There were
five duty operations controllers, mostly Majors. As a
Junior Major, I found out I was replacing an elderly Lt.
Col. who had already transferred back to the States.
He left behind excellent records and a duty manual
for guidance. There was also a file drawer in the desk
of Operations Hazard Reports filed by aircrews and
maintenance personnel during his tour. I had plenty
of valuable documented history to catch up on.
On day one, I found out I was included on the daily staff meeting after the last flight of the day arrived
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Because of my job description requiring accident
and incident investigations, my BOQ room had a
phone. The windows were just louvers and screen
and there was a very helpful ceiling fan. The phone
was handy for calling the MARS station where I could
sometimes call home using Senator Goldwater’s ham
radio service. I called my friend, Bob Dixon, back at
Andrews to put a cheap air conditioner on the next
SAM flight to Saigon. When it arrived, there were
two of them with a note, “hold on to one, I’ll be
there in three weeks.” I then had me a cool place
to live and receive friends who wanted to use the
phone. I also bought a small fridge and later a radio
with record player and tape recorder. Bed at nine, up
at five, breakfast at the nearby club at six, work by
seven, back by eight pm, seven days a week.
Early on, I arranged to have one of the operations control officers with C-130 experience acquaint
me with the aircraft and mission. The aircraft were
parked in revetments across a taxiway from my office. The revetments provided a tight fit parking the
aircraft and consisted of 12-foot high walls of steel
and filled with sandbags. Their purpose was to prevent damage from rocket attacks. There was a mere
10-foot clearance for the wingtips. Taxiing had to be
very precise. After startup they had to back out and
turn with the loadmaster laying down on the rear
ramp giving traffic information and turn directions
over an interphone. Aircraft were not supposed to
call the tower until they were number five in the
queue awaiting takeoff. There were two parallel runways, one usually for landings, the other for takeoffs
which occurred as often as two per minute depending on the aircraft ahead being airborne before the
next was cleared to go. Aircraft taking off would alternate taking a slight left or right turn ostensibly to reduce the prospect of encountering wake turbulence
by the following aircraft.
The crew consisted of two pilots, a navigator,
flight engineer and loadmaster. The cockpit had
excellent window view and was very noisy, requir-

ing muffled headsets plus earplugs and microphone
intra-crew communications. Cargo loads were
strapped to pallets that were rolled on rails for quick
loading or even offloading while airborne or taxiing. Most of the time forklifts loaded and offloaded
off the tail ramp. There were passenger seats along
the sides of the cabin. Often up to 110 troops could
be loaded by sitting on the floor and running straps
across the cabin. A flight leaving Tan Son Nhut would
have up to six stops before the mission was completed within the sixteen-hour crew duty period. Each
leg could carry different configurations into a variety
of airfields with runway lengths up to 12,000 feet to
as short as 2,500-foot dirt strips in the jungle.
Often at austere airfields the crew refueled
themselves using rubber bladders brought in daily
by C-130s and returned when empty. These black
bladders often sat exposed to the hot sun all day
and would heat the JP-4 up to near flash point temperatures requiring extra care for grounding static
electricity. Hot fuel sometimes causes the protective
foam in the wing tanks to do their thing by putting
out in tank flash fires. Normally the foam was installed to stop gun fire explosions. Replacing charred
fuel tank foam is an arduous task but much preferred
to losing an airplane. Flight plans were often improvised by the navigator. Loadmasters and engineers
computed the weight and balance. Army Special
Forces often provided ground support, such as it was.
Hearing about all this, I had to go see it to believe it.
My career had been piece of cake compared to this.

Flight Orientation

Less than a week after arriving at Det 1 and with
the blessing of my boss, I arranged to observe a
full day aboard a C-130 mission. At the briefing we
prepared for a six-landing day ten to twelve hours
away from Tan Son Nhut. Teletyped flight plans were
provided along with en-route weather and a basic allday clearance. The engineer and loadmaster were
already at the aircraft with the fuel and cargo load
already in progress. Within an hour we picked up our
parachutes, box lunches, water and coffee jugs and
had walked to our aircraft nearby. I escorted the engineer and copilot on the walk around and observed
the loadmaster calculate the weight and balance
for the aircraft commander’s signature. After handing the paperwork to the ground handlers, we were
ready for start. We backed out of the stand and got in
line for takeoff. The taxi was less than 2,000 feet and
we were ready to go after a short run up to check the
systems and props. And off we went to our first destination, Bu Dop, to the north and near the Cambo-
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dian Border and the Ho Chi Minh trail. After a right
turn and climb to 15,000 feet, the co-pilot gave “Saigon Tea” our off time and estimated arrival time at
destination and then contacted Paris Control, the tactical radar facility at Tan Son Nhut and received a traffic report of another aircraft heading north along our
flight path. He then contacted the other C-130 and
found he too was going to Bu Dop, had us in sight
and request he be first to land. We slowed down and
gave him some space for timing. The navigator also
was on a radio changing frequency every few minutes
notifying ground artillery sights of our presence and
requesting clearance through their area. This startled
me because when I flew into South Vietnam on stateside aircraft we were not equipped to contact these
arty frequencies and often received a message from
Air Traffic Control saying, “will you accept vectors
through arty?” Assuming all was well if we said, “Affirmative” and went on our merry way, not realizing
the arty folks were unaware of our presence! I had
never heard of an airlift flight being shot down by
friendly fire, or even taking a hit. But the in-country
airlifters had the special radios aboard, just in case.
After about a 40-minute flight, the first C-130
had landed and we were starting our descent. When
the other C-130 was clear of the runway, we slowed
down for landing. There was barely space enough on
the airfield for two aircraft to offload. The runway
was less than 3,000 feet long. The ground crew was
Army Special Forces, trained to use forklifts and loading/offloading procedures. The navigator gave the
pilot a steer using radar to a point about three miles
from touchdown and lined up with the runway. Final
approach was another new experience for me as the
aircraft was slowed down to 5 knots above full flap
stall speed and aimed at the very beginning of the
runway where white barrels were set on each side at
the end and 500 feet down the runway to mark the
landing zone. The pilot briefed he would go around
if not on the ground before the second set of barrels.
A second or so after passing the end of the runway
we touched down and were quickly in reverse with
max breaking and even the feel of the anti-skid system working. We stopped well before the far end
of the runway in a cloud of dust. This was routine
for these crews and required great flying skills. My
background in large airlift aircraft required about 20
more knots of airspeed on final and landing with 50
feet over the end of the runway about 1000 to 1500
feet down the runway with quite a way to make it to
a gradual turnoff for taxi about a mile to the terminal
and a casual two-hour ground time scheduled.
We were quickly off loaded in less than 15 minDaedalian Foundation | 13
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utes and were out of there. We did not even shut
down the engines. An aircraft on the ground too
long at these forward operating bases was called a
“mortar magnet.” The copilot gave Saigon Tea a call
with our arrival time. We carried some empty pallets
to our next destination, Nha Trang, a full-service airport with a real runway along the east coast of South
Vietnam. There we were able to visually make an approach and the landing was more normal. We were
able to shut down and take on fuel and another load
of cargo and a few passengers destined for a mountain destination in what was called hill country. We
were able to go to base operations and take a short
break before we were off again.
As usual in Vietnam, it started to become cloudy
by mid-morning and we needed to penetrate some
cloud formations en-route even though we were not
on a instrument flying rules clearance. We use what
was called “Special VFR” procedures where we allowed to get very close to the clouds and even penetrate them by announcing our location on the radio
so any other aircraft would know and communicate
ways to avoid each other. This required all souls on
the flight deck to keep an eye out at all times. The
approach had to be made through clouds when assured of being clear of traffic. We broke out in plenty
of time to make a normal, but short field landing. We
were able to shut down engines and take on a rather
complex load for Danang. It took about 45 minutes
and off we went again.
The approach to Danang was somewhat complex.
All inbound aircraft had to call approach control so
that all inbound aircraft could be crowded into the
final approach course so the maximum number of
aircraft could land in the minimum time. Danang was
both a fast mover station (fighters with minimum fuel
for landing) and slow movers usually cargo and passenger planes. The vector to final ILS or Tacan course
spaced aircraft the most efficient way. There was a
caveat on the approach plate stating that you must
be told to turn on the final heading by radio which
sometimes placed aircraft on a heading toward Monkey Mountain and the threat of becoming a target of
enemy fire or collision with a hard place. Radio traffic can become hectic and the turn to final becomes
critical with no way to make an inquiry. We had a
few S turns for spacing and had to slow down or go
around for slow traffic ahead.
We had one more stop at Hue up in the mountains toward Khe Sanh. The airport at Hue was
nestled between hills and a city and was rainy with
poor visibility on arrival. The navigator provided
verifying steers on final approach where we broke
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out near minimums. The turnaround took about 45
minutes and we were on our way back to Saigon and
crew rest. Saigon was even busier than Danang on
arrival just before sunset. We worked with Approach
Control when 30 miles out and were placed in line for
final approach approximately three miles behind our
lead aircraft and told to maintain 150 knots until outer marker when we had to slow down radically to a
105 knot final and make the first turnoff after touchdown. We taxied without ground control instructions to our revetment assigned by Saigon Tea. Day
was done. We hitched a ride to Operations, went to
the Post Office where there was a refrigerator full of
Carlings Black Label at $0.25 a can. I bid the crew
farewell, thanked them for a great experience. The
crew headed for the barracks after being informed
their next mission was in 15 hours. In about 15 days
they would accumulate 100 hours of flying and take
a welcomed flight back to Taiwan. I went to my office
to catch up on all the day’s activities. I had concluded
that my tour as a Safety Officer was really a “learn to
live with danger” program.

Hazard Reporting

The safety office was adjacent to the briefing
room allowing me to intercept crewmembers who
had filed a hazard report or had had a complaint.
Usually, if a report could be responded to satisfactorily within 24 hours, it was closed without additional
paperwork. The tough ones that required another
organization’s response usually took a while. It was
amazing, however, how quickly things could get done
in Vietnam. For example, the approach chart into
Danang required aircraft not to turn onto the final
course landing south until ATC cleared it. If radio traffic was extremely busy (which was often the case)
and a pilot continued on course, it was very possible

he would either hit a mountain or get very close to
where Charlie could fire on them. This happened to
one of our newer Aircraft Commanders who filed a
report to me. I called Danang’s Comm officer who
was in charge of Radar and Approach Control. He
quickly agreed with me and within a few days new
charts were issued with instructions to turn before
passing a radial even without clearance. My guess
is it would have taken several layers of Headquarters
approvals to get a chart reissued anywhere else in
the world. Even though I had to go to a higher headquarters to use their copy machine, I gave that Aircraft Commander the final report for his memoirs.
There were over 140 Ops Hazard Reports in my
file drawer when my tour was up. Most were on easily solvable airfield or maintenance problems. I never
did do a thorough analysis of the most common or
highest risk reports, but Air Traffic Control problems
became a very high interest item for me. Years later
in 2000, when Satellite Navigation was in its early
consideration to replace ground-based beacon and
radar navigation world-wide, I wrote an article published in ALPA’s Air Line Pilot magazine describing
how difficult Air Traffic Control was in South East
Asia. In reality, it was VFR flying in and out of clouds
with aircraft communicating with other aircraft for
separation and landing sequence negotiations at
hundreds of radar air strips used by our C-130s. In
a small way, I hope I convinced the decision makers
that both the pilot and ground personnel needed to
be involved in improving the safety, reliability and efficiency of air navigation, approach and airfield operations made available by modern electronic displays
and communications capabilities.
One day I received a hazard report identifying a near miss situation with a helicopter near Tan
Son Nhut. I called the base communications officer
and was advised to send him a green near miss report. Nobody in our operations knew where these
green reports blanks were so I went to pay Comm a
visit. There he explained that if I submitted a hazard
report, he would have to notify the world of the incident so 7th Air Force created a special regulation
to allow the report to be handled without “outside
help.” I gladly grabbed a stack of blank reports and
translated the hazard report to the in-country form.
While there I was treated to a tour of the huge radar
station called “Paris,” the sight where all the tactical
missions are monitored for vectors to targets within
range. The huge radar antenna rotated at four revolutions per minute, thus spotting each target every
15 seconds. He agreed to have me accompany any
crewmembers who might want to see the place. It
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was a popular tour later-on. Meanwhile, the near
miss was investigated by the Comm people and the
Army chopper crew admonished for being in the
wrong place. Case closed, visitors from far off places
denied access.

Visits to the tower, enroute ATC and GCA

After visiting Paris Control, I became even more
curious about air traffic control facilities in Vietnam.
I called the tower and a USAF sergeant answered
the phone and explained how to find the door and
climb the stairs. There I was amazed that there were
only three people, two of them Vietnamese, controlling the reputedly “world’s busiest airport.” Tan Son
Nhut Airport technically was under the sovereignty
of the South Vietnam government. The controllers
therefore were Vietnamese employees and the USAF
sergeant was a guest who was allowed to use the radios usually during emergencies or when an aircraft
specifically requested an American controller. I did
not detect any language difficulties with the Vietnamese controllers and was pleased with how they
controlled traffic so well in very trying conditions.
They were there for twelve hour shifts with very little
break time. The view from the tower was spectacular. Across the field about two miles away, one could
observe Vietnamese Army parachute training at the
end of a closed north-south runway. There were aircraft taking off and landing on both parallel runways
and aircraft finding their way on the taxiways without
ground control instructions. The controllers handled
runway traffic only. In the far distance to the north
I could observe aircraft in the traffic pattern at Ben
Hoa, about 19 miles away. I asked the sergeant how
they contacted Ben Hoa and he showed me a list of
phone numbers he could dial. Immediate or even
rapid response was not guaranteed. There were no
direct lines. I got his phone number for future needs.
He would be happy to show C-130 crews the tower
but only two or three at a time.
I asked where they got their instrument clearances required for MATS or airline international or
domestic flights. He had a number for ATC (no direct
line) and usually departing aircraft received a standard transmission, “cleared as filed, turn left after
take off, contact departure at 4,000 feet.” I asked
where departure control was and he told me “Next to
the BX barbershop behind Saigon Tea.” I thought this
was real 1930s U.S. procedures and technology. After
leaving the tower, I went to get a haircut.
Next to the barbershop there was a door with a
small sign on it with the letters “FAA.” I knocked on it
and an American man in a suit and tie answered and
Daedalian Foundation | 15
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invited me in. The room had a repeater radar screen
from Paris Control, a couple of teletype machines
and phones, a large table and four or five chairs.
There were three of them listening to speakers and
occasionally making radio calls. This was it! They
explained the Vietnamese were unable to support
Instrument Flight Rules and the FAA volunteered
to send a small group to do the job. However, they
had no radar to flight follow and very little control
over keeping aircraft separation that is customary
in the real world. There was too much combat going on. So upon departure they took the readback
from the commercial and MATS aircraft, usually
explained “Radar Contact Lost” at 4,000 feet and
asked for an estimate for their first clearance fix,
report reaching cleared altitude, once again like the
1930s procedures in the USA. Other aircraft were
on other non-ATC frequencies doing their combat
thing, flying through clouds under “Special VFR”
rules and not in contact with unknowing Instrument
Rule protected aircraft on another frequency. They
covered the whole country from Saigon and had no
repeater antennas for receiving radio calls more than
140 miles from Saigon. Everywhere else they had to
relay though US base approach control radios. Fortunately, there were not too many international or IFR
required traffic flights and they could man the small
room with only four FAA employed controllers, 24/7.
Simply amazing!
The next day I arranged to visit the GCA unit.
They were housed near the tower in a huge trailer.
They were manned with Air Force enlisted controllers who handle inbound traffic as approach control
for queuing up aircraft to final approach for ILS or
GCA when requested or under actual instrument
conditions. The GCA controllers could precisely talk
aircraft down to 200 feet for landing and were used
during bad weather by fighters and other non ILS
equipped aircraft or, if requested, by any aircraft.
They had Berlin Airlift and Korean War vintage radars,
big orange background scopes filled with white targets giving it the appearance of a bowl of popcorn
with so many targets. Targets being served could be
identified by IFF from the aircraft or asking targets to
make right and left turns. This too was a fascinating
place worthy of arranging tours for aircrews. We had
several in the year I was there.

Ramp Safety

One of my great concerns as the Detachment
Safety Officer involved the high risk of ground injuries
for the maintenance and loading personnel. Fortunately, I met with the Chief of Maintenance at least
once a day at the “evening vespers,” the daily staff
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meeting before the evening meal. He readily shared
one of his Quality Control NCOs with me as my designated ground safety NCO. He had a truck with a
radio to maintenance control where he could be dispatched quickly to a trouble situation and could get
hold of me if necessary.

Coordination with CCK

The wing safety officer occasionally flew in for a
tour or a visit and CCK always had one liaison officer
at Tan Son Nhut on a rotational basis. One liaison
officer was a friend I had once been stationed with
at Hickam years before. I had the privilege of announcing his promotion to Lt. Colonel while with us.
The wing safety officer was exceedingly cooperative,
especially when we needed an investigative officer
to write a report of a mishap or check on a problem.
We also greeted other CCK senior officers to our staff
meetings and helped the out in many ways. For some
reason they seemed to enjoy our staff meetings and
the libations available behind our trophy case in the
commander’s office. We usually had a large table at
dinner together afterwards.

The phone rang one night

I had just fallen asleep after a long day when the
phone finally rang for the reason it was required.
One of our planes had exploded and caught fire on
the ramp at Can Tho, not too far from Saigon on the
Mekong River. A plane was waiting to take me there.
I grabbed what I needed to perform a preliminary investigation, was briefed that the crew was still there,
there were a few passenger injuries, the passengers
were Cambodian troops and the plane appeared to
be repairable. Nobody had any explanation why except the explosion was in the left wheel well and the
fire was easily extinguished by foam from a fire truck.
We landed at Can Tho at 2300, about two hours after
the phone call. This was my first real test of my safety school training in accident investigation at the University of Southern California four years ago in 1967.
The base ops officer and flight crew met me at
the aircraft and showed me the damaged aircraft.
They had left the engines running while offloading.
The fire occurred on the left front gear and the explosion had tossed metal into the props which sent
aircraft parts several hundred feet. Fortunately, the
passengers offloaded to the rear of the aircraft on to
awaiting vehicles for transport to their awaiting boat
on the river for their voyage up-river to Cambodia in
darkness. A few were still on the aircraft when the
explosion occurred and were injured. The interior of

the aircraft in the wheel well area was also damaged.
No crewmembers were injured. The tire was worn
down several layers of cord facing up at 11 o’clock.
The wheel was still warm to the touch about 3 hours
after the occurrence.
The aircraft commander explained they were
late departing Nha Trang due to a hydraulic leak on
the damaged gear. The flight engineer capped the
hydraulic line according to tech data procedures, assured the leak had stopped and they departed with
three operating main gear brakes.
They noticed no dragging brake on departure,
landing or taxi in and did not use much braking on
landing. With the main wheels attached to the fuselage, it was understandable why there was no advance notice of a problem. With the propellers running, there was no walk around during offload and
the crew was busy getting ready to depart quickly as
night landings at Can Tho frequently attracted mortar
attacks. When the interview with the crew seemed
complete for now, they departed on the waiting aircraft for Saigon while I made a phone call to our ops
and started to prepare the eight-hour message. Ops
told me the Lockheed Tech Rep was on the way in a
few hours. I found a couch and took a nap until he
arrived near sunrise.
The tech rep took a thorough look at the airplane
and said it would need a new landing gear, electrical
wiring fixes, some speed tape, two new props and a
ferry flight to Saigon, then CCK for about a month’s
worth of repairs. I asked him if he had any ideas as
to why this happened and he agreed to take a tour of
the skid marks on the runway. We garnered a truck
with a tower radio and took a look. The skid marks
appeared to start where the aircraft touched down
and continued on the taxi way and then stopped
about a half mile to the ramp. The brake likely came
loose enough to allow the wheel to rotate and drag
and heat up brake disks to parking. As the heat built
up, the tire pressure also increased and eventually burst the remainder of the core facing upward
with a strong upward directional explosion into the
wheel well area causing the side of the airplane to
depart beyond the left wing in pieces. We thought
the fire might have been caused by a small spray of
hydraulic fluid along with extreme heat. I now had
enough to send out on the eight-hour message classifying the mishap as a Class-B accident which could
be investigated by a single officer investigator, not a
big board. We also took many pictures to back up
our theory and show what had happened. Later that
morning, I headed back to Saigon to brief the commander and the CCK liaison officer. I also interviewed
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the crew some more to check out the theory of what
happened. The tech rep remained at Can Tho to supervise the maintenance needs. CCK advised us an
investigator was on the way. I made it to the late afternoon staff meeting, vespers, dinner and slept well.
A major from CCK arrived early the next morning. After a short greeting and finding him some
office space, he asked the crew to write statements
and then we hopped a plane to Can Tho so he could
see the aircraft for himself. The tech rep and I answered his questions, showed him the skid marks
and how far the shrapnel had flown and inspected
the malfunctioning brake. It was wavy, crinkled and
practically welded together. We brought it back to
Saigon so the brake shop could analyze it and write
a damage report. They had no clue as to why it had
malfunctioned. Back at the office I had a message
from the depot in Ogden, Utah concerned about the
source of the fire and condition of the brake. It was
now the Major’s job to respond and I helped him
with the format and details as I knew them. Ogden
seemed querulous of the fire so he mailed them a
photo showing the seared white hot metal and verified it took foam to extinguish it. Hydraulic fires are a
high safety risk and very rare within USAF standards.
In the next week, the plane was flown into Saigon
to get ready for the 4-6 hour flight to CCK in Taiwan
with the gear down and side all taped together. It
had a new landing gear and a new brake line connected properly and brake system that did not leak.
The investigating officer was ready to return home
also where there were report publishing facilities and
more records to check.
About a month after the accident, a report
showed up on my desk. I read it very carefully so
I could recommend an endorsement for my commander. The facts were accurate. The analysis was
good but did not speak to why the brake was locked
on landing. He listed the cause as the plane landed
with the brake locked causing the tire to wear down
and explode from overpressure. I called the safety
office at CCK and they told me the aircraft was back
in commission and test hopped with the brake system doing just fine. I told him I was looking for a better causal statement and asked out of curiosity if they
had capped off the brake like it was leaving Nha Trang
and taxied it a while to see if it got hot. They had not
but agreed to give it a try.
Late that afternoon the CCK Chief of Safety call
back. They verified the same shuttle valve was still installed and was capped by the same engineer. After
taxiing for about 15 minutes they checked the brake
and it was much hotter than the other three brakes.
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It was supposedly disconnected from the hydraulic
pressure. They removed a shuttle valve between the
emergency air brake system and the normal hydraulic
system and tore it apart in maintenance and found
a washer missing which had allowed emergency air
to bleed into the brakes and not bleed off when the
brake released. This made the brake operate and increase in pressure with each application. The emergency brake pressure gauge indicated a slight drop in
pressure from the preflight setting indicating it had
been used. Once the emergency air brake system is
activated, it is designed not release pressure. After
installing a new shuttle valve with the hydraulic line
capped, the brake operated normally, did not engage
and remained cool. They had already sent a message
to Ogden reporting the anomaly. Ogden immediately had all C-130s in the Air Force check the shuttle
valves and within a week reported another 50 or so
missing washers in the shuttle valves fleet wide. This
was probably one bad production day at some factory somewhere leading to one occurrence in about
20 years before it was uncovered. The only fleet allowed to cap brakes was in Vietnam. There was a war
going on.
I happily sent the report back to CCK for updating
and a much better causal statement. I am very happy
to report the Major made the Lt. Colonel promotion
list next time around. I also wondered if some of that
overheating had not occurred on taxi out and takeoff
at NaTrang. If that tire had scrubbed on takeoff and
weakened and exploded in mid air enroute from an
extremely overheated brake, we might never have
found out why and many souls would have been
killed. Most likely the overheated brake warped
and locked in flight causing the tire to wear down
on landing at Can Tho and overheated again after it
broke loose taxiing in. Another story like Fate is the
Hunter.

Crash Landing at Ton Son Nhut

One afternoon Saigon Tea notified us that one of
our C-130s was inbound from a small airfield called
Thein Ngon with a damaged landing gear and the
part of it hanging down below the aircraft. It had attempted a landing, successfully made a go around
and needed crash equipment for landing at Saigon
with minimum fuel and a cargo hold full of rockets.
The ops officer and I went to Saigon Tea immediately
and told them we would have the runway foamed to
minimize the chance of fire from sparks and asked
that they make a confirming fly by of the tower. I
called the USAF Sergeant in the tower and he arranged to have the departure end of the runway
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foamed so they could keep both runways operational
for landings and they needed to close about one
third of the runway and the landing would be near
the fire equipment. The winds were light and variable
so an opposite direction landing was the best way
to go. About twenty minutes after notification the
plane called the tower and arranged for the opposite
direction fly by so a damage assessment could be
made. By this time hordes started showing up along
the runway to watch and the police had to rope off a
safety zone.
The fly-by confirmed serious damage and the
Lockheed tech rep noted that the part that was
hanging down keeps the wheels fore and aft so we
should expect them to caster on landing and perhaps
explode from rubber wearing off. Again, the foam
may help lessen that probability. After the flyby, we
warned the crew of the nature of the damage and
they maneuvered in position for a long final. They
landed on the foamed area and stopped straight
ahead just after it ended, firewalled all engines and
feathering all props, opened the crew door and ran
off to the side while fire trucks watered down the
aircraft real well. There were no injuries and no fire.
The rockets were offloaded and aircraft was lifted so
a trailer could be placed under the damaged side and
was towed off the runway in about 45 minutes, in
time for the evening rush of returning aircraft needing the runway.
The crew was interviewed in my office and told
me that their final approach at Thein Ngon was
somewhat bumpy but well positioned to touch down
between the barrels. They flared late and landed on
the road just short of the runway and they thought
the main gear went through a ditch just before the
runway. The pilot flying was on his initial check out
in country and his copilot was a highly experienced
flight examiner. We had all the crew write a statement of the event, sent them to the flight surgeon
and asked them to come to my office the next morning.
I arranged to have a C-123 fly the flight examiner
and me up to Thein Ngon the next morning to take
pictures and talk to witnesses. We met the Army
commander and drove to the approach end. We saw
the tire tracks and ditch and asked why the ditch was
there. The commander explained, “To keep vehicles
from using the runway as a road.” He showed us a
road that swung off to the side of the runway with
ample signs but there were many drivers expecting
to continue straight down the road. He had his civil
engineers dig the deep ditch solve the problem. After a few not so kind words, the commander realized

it was the wrong solution. He then ordered the ditch
filled and packed down and the detour rerouted well
away from the runway threshold. After we took pictures, we noted the work was completed before we
left.
We briefed the accident at Division Hq and were
treated to a movie of the landing on the foamed
runway taken by one of the bystanders with his new
digital camera. The airplane was fixed for a gear
down flight to CCK and we sent in the final report in
less than a week. Even though pilot factor was partially assessed along with the faulty placement of the
ditch, the flight examiner was later given a command
and the pilot completed his in-country check out in
fine fashion on his next in-country tour.
Near midair collision with C-133
One afternoon an aircraft commander came in to
my office wanting to fill out a near miss report with
a huge C-133 that he spotted while descending with
permission of Ben Hoa Approach Control. I quickly
called the tower and asked if a C-133 had departed
Tan Son Nhut about 30 minutes ago. He told me
there was and he was told to turn left (south) after
takeoff but turned right instead because of a violent
thunderstorm. The tower attempted to call Ben Hoa
because the C-133 would be entering their airspace
but the phone was busy and he was unable to warn
them. I asked the crew if they were descending under radar control and they responded, “no, they were
still under special VFR rules avoiding clouds best they
could.” The C-133 called them on guard frequency
and wanted to know if they had seen them. They
both acknowledged it was a close call. The C-133 was
heading for the Philippines.
I submitted the in country near miss report and
waited for their response. The next day they called
me and said the C-133 submitted a USAF near miss
report when they landed in the Philippines where
they send a message out to the World. In short order we heard a huge investigating team was heading
from Honolulu, the USAF Inspector General in San
Bernardino, from MATS Headquarters at Scott in Illinois and maybe even the Pentagon. The basic theme
was to fix instrument flying conditions in Vietnam.
Close to 50 outsiders arrived nosing in to everything.
My higher headquarters counterpart and a real close
friend, Bob Dixon, was charged with explaining why
IFR was not feasible in combat Vietnam and that all
aircraft believing they had IFR separation were fooling themselves. He was backed up by the FAA, tower,
GCA, Approach Control, Tactical Radar (Paris Control)
and all the unit commanders interviewed. When the
four star was briefed at 7th Air Force, he simply re-
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plied that if all our aircraft had to fly under IFR rules
the air war would be impossible. We heard he took
names and the rumor has it some of those adamant
advocates were soon having Vietnam tours themselves.
I heard the long overdue hot line was established
between the Saigon and Ben Hoa towers and all commercial and military aircraft entering Vietnamese airspace were notified of the near miss and once more
warned of the special VFR dense flying conditions in
country. Listen out and look out at all times for other
traffic.

Big Airlift to Khe Sanh

I got my mind busy again one Friday late when
a huge operation was announced starting Monday
morning. We were to haul several RVN (Vietnamese)
divisions to Khe Sanh where they could intercept and
shut down the Ho Chi Minh Trail a few miles away.
Early Saturday morning the commander and I flew
up to Khe Sanh to see if the airfield could once again
handle C-130s. It was now under Army control and
being used for helicopter operations only. When we
arrived we found civil engineers once again laying
steel planking over the little used dirt and mud runway. There was no control tower. Air traffic was being handled by Army enlisted men standing on Conex
boxes who were not familiar with aircraft instrument
landing procedures. There was a beacon on the field.
My commander contacted Division Hq and had them
order the portable air traffic control unit from the
Philippines and had the airfield survey unit publish an
instrument approach procedure and holding pattern
points for departing crews on Monday. The Air Force
Tower and Approach Control arrived with trailers
early Sunday and a working airfield was in operation
by Monday morning when C-130s with troops and
materials were to arrive every five minutes. Meanwhile on Sunday I helped design and set up a special
troop loading area across the field at Saigon. It was
in bad need of parking space markings and refueling grounding points. It was made ready late Sunday
afternoon when a surge of C-130s arrived from offshore bases. Our unit alone jumped to 38 aircraft
when we usually had less than thirty.
The mission called Lam Son 719 went off without
any serious hitches in spite of bad weather settling in
at Khe Sanh where all arrivals and departures had to
be timed and radar controlled and approaches made
under instrument conditions with low ceilings. There
was limited parking on the ground and offloads were
accomplished with engines running and ground time
limited to 10 minutes per aircraft. Each aircraft asDaedalian Foundation | 19
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signed to the airlift made two round trips. Charley
was caught by surprise and the trail was shut down
---- for a while any way. After five days I went up to
see how things were going and took care of a few
complaints. On arrival, we had to hold for sequencing for approach clearance and landing just like at
commercial airports. As we were departing in the
C-130, the loadmaster had left the rear cargo ramp
open to help keep the cabin cool while waiting for
takeoff clearance. A group of about fifty RVN troops
walked up to the ramp and boarded unannounced.
A Vietnamese colonel asked to see the Aircraft Commander and told him he needed to get to Saigon.
He was happy to take his team back to Saigon for a
weekend break and would return on Sunday night.
The troops sat on the floor holding on to straps
across the cabin. Such was war in those days. I
sensed that I needed “to get out of that place, if it is
the last thing I’d ever do!”
I heard by the grapevine that my friend and fellow safety officer at Andrews was now the senior ops
controller at NhaTrang Air Base. I gave Bob Brun a
call and arranged to fly up there to see him. My commander was highly interested in having him come.
He had about seven months to go which filled the bill
for our detachment.
Bob was hesitant to return to a safety billet but

when he heard about what he would be doing, he
readily accepted the opportunity to once again see
some operational flying action. He knew the aircraft
and was well acquainted with the tactical airlift missions. About five days before I left, he arrived and
got acquainted. I arranged for him to get my room
with air conditioner and phone and without the usual
inspection which might have complicated things.
Just before I left, the Division announced that our detachment had won the semi-annual safety award for
the second time that year. Even with our close calls
and damaging accidents, our safety program, efforts
and record was rated best for all Vietnam airlift units.
It was now even in better hands with the arrival of
Bob.

Written By: CDR Roger Johnson, USN (Ret)

Retrospect

It appears I had caught the safety bug. In eleven
of the next twelve years of active duty, I ran safety
programs ending up as the Director of Safety of Air
Force Reserve Command (AFRES). Besides guiding
48 unit safety programs, I got to fly as a guest pilot
on all the various aircraft types and went through
C-130 training for checking out on WC-130 hurricane
hunter aircraft. AFRES won the Benjamin D. Foulois
Daedalian Trophy for Safety in 1977 and 1979.

Appreciation for Giving Big
On Thursday, September 10th, the Daedalians gave big raising $37,200 for scholarships and flying training. $1,750 of that came from prize money won during match minutes. Four of our flights participated as flight champions and will receive additional flight
rebates. Our thanks to Harley Pope, Dallas/Ft Worth, Stinsons and Frank Lahm flights.
There were over 250 members and supporters who donated during this 24-hour day of
giving and we thank each one of you for your support. Your donation will help inspire
future military aviators.
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Zuni Rocket Attack
While on USS Enterprize Cruise

During my 1967 Westpac cruise to Vietnam on
the USS Enterprise, I had another very close call
that I should not have lived through. Tom Matthews
was my co-pilot, but he was sitting in the right seat
(the Plane Commander’s seat) so he could get accustomed to the differences in the cockpit. It was a
beautiful clear afternoon and the launch and recovery of the fixed-wing aircraft was just finishing up.
As the last jet caught the wire, I lowered the landing
gear for Tom and we headed around the stern of the
great ship for our customary landing on the angle
deck. Tom reported the gear down, but the Air Boss
came back with, “Negative Charlie on the angle, Angel 25. Proceed 275 miles and investigate a smoke
sighting on the water.” Tom broke off his approach
and I pulled up the gear.
Using the TACAN (the needle always points at
that ball on top of the mast and gives a mileage readout from the ship), Tom headed out to the west of
the ship. At 120 knots, it took us only about three
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minutes to reach the designated location of the
“smoke sighting”. Tom slowed the helicopter to 70
knots and we started looking about. There was no
sign of any smoke or anything else either in or on the
water. I told Tom to report that the search was negative and he called the Air Boss, telling him that we
were heading back.
While Tom was still talking to the Air Boss, I happened to look down at the water and caught sight of
a fleeting shadow that crossed our shadow. I looked
up through the plastic cockpit roof to see an F-4
Phantom jet that had just pickled off (dropped) six
cylindrical objects from his wings, and then he rolled
sideways for a moment before continuing away to
the north. I keyed the intercom and said, “Hey Tom,
look up at—” But before I could get the words out,
I realized that what the Phantom had pickled off
were six (6) Zuni rocket pods, each about the size of
a rolled-up single garage door. From the angle they
were falling, they would hit us in a matter of seconds.
As I grabbed the controls, I yelled, “I’ve got it!” and
then rolled the helicopter 90 degrees to the right
and dove for the water. We dropped from 300 feet
to 20 feet in about five seconds. When I leveled out,
I looked back to the left as the Zuni rocket pods hit
right where we would have been if I had not seen
that shadow.
So, what happened? The Air Boss of the Enterprise was told by somebody down in the bowels of
the ship about an explosion at that heading and distance, but wasn’t told that it was also the designated
coordinates where all unexpended ordinance from all
of the fighter and attack aircraft from the three aircraft carriers was being dropped. You see, the jets are
not supposed to land back aboard an aircraft carrier
with bombs and rockets on their wings, because that
ordinance had a way of coming off during the deceleration of a trap. It can be quite disconcerting for the
deck personnel to have rockets and bombs go bouncing up the deck at them.
That’s right. We were directed to ground zero.
Now, by standard operating procedure, those jets
are supposed roll up on a wing and look below them
to see that there are no boats or helicopters down
there before they drop. That Phantom pilot forgot,
and then because he remembered too late, we were
bombed. As I pulled out and looked back, I could
see our rotor wash as it left a trail across the water.
I know for a fact that the rocket pods would have
come through our rotors and killed us except for that
shadow.
Once again, God was trying to get my attention.
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SPECIAL SECTION

3…2…1...BLAST OFF! “THE RIGHT STUFF” FROM NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC LANDS ON DISNEY+ WITH TWO-EPISODE PREMIERE
ON OCTOBER 9
Disney+ Original Series Stars Patrick J. Adams, Jake McDorman, Colin
O’Donoghue, James Lafferty, Aaron Staton, Michael Trotter and Micah Stock as
America’s First Astronauts

Based on the iconic bestseller by Tom Wolfe, “The Right Stuff” is an inspirational look at the early days of the
U.S. Space Program and the incredible story of America’s first astronauts, the Mercury Seven.

8-Episode Season Hails from Appian Way and
Warner Bros. Television

At the height of the Cold War in 1959, the Soviet Union dominates the space race and America fears it is a nation in decline. Newly-formed NASA has the monumental task of sending a man into space and its engineers
estimate they need decades to accomplish the feat. They are given two years.
Project Mercury would recruit and train astronauts from a handful of the military’s best pilots. Within days of
being presented to the world, the Mercury Seven become instant celebrities, forged into heroes before they
achieve a single heroic act.
Two men at the center of the story jockey to become the first man in space: Major John Glenn, a Marine and
committed family man, and Lieutenant Commander Alan Shepard, one of the best pilots in Navy history.
The rest of the Mercury Seven includes Lieutenant Gordo Cooper, the youngest of the seven selected to everyone’s surprise; Wally Schirra, a competitive pilot with a gift for pulling pranks; Scott Carpenter, dubbed
“The Poet” by the other astronauts; Deke Slayton, a taciturn but incredibly intelligent pilot and engineer; andGus Grissom, a decorated military veteran who eventually becomes the second man in space.

BURBANK, Calif. (Aug. 20, 2020) –The incredible story of America’s first astronauts begins
right here on Earth in the Disney+ original series “The Right Stuff,” with a two-episode
premiere on Friday, October 9. Based on the bestselling book by Tom Wolfe, the eightepisode season is an inspirational look at the early days of the U.S. Space Program and the
iconic story of America’s first astronauts, the Mercury 7. Produced for National Geographic
by Leonardo DiCaprio’s Appian Way and Warner Bros. Television, “The Right Stuff” takes a
clear-eyed look at America’s first “reality show,” when ambitious astronauts and their families
became instant celebrities in a competition of money, fame and immortality.
Link to Trailer:
https://youtu.be/Og0htvEVqJQ
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**All seven astronauts were Life Members of the
Daedalians. If you have an opportunity to visit National
Headquarters, you can see a photo signed by all seven
on a letter from the Daedalians to the then National
Commander, Brig. Gen. Harold Clark. The letter states
to the membership that, “We are glad to be aboard.”

The series also examines the astronauts’ families, including Annie Glenn, who contends with a speech impairment in the public eye; Louise Shepard, who anchors her family while refusing to let Alan’s transgressions
affect her home; and Trudy Cooper, an accomplished pilot who puts her own ambitions aside to present the image of a happy family.
NASA’s engineers work against the clock under mounting pressure from Washington, including Bob Gilruth, a
soft-spoken rocket scientist and his partner, the brash and passionate Chris Kraft.
NASA’s PR department goes into overdrive as the omnipresent John “Shorty” Powers leads the astronauts
on glad-handing trips to factories and fundraising dinners to build support for the space program, while LIFE
Magazine’s Loudon Wainwright Jr. is assigned to write profiles of the astronauts and their families to paint the
perfect picture for a transfixed public.
At a time when many wondered if America’s glory days were behind it, “The Right Stuff” is an aspirational
story about how ordinary human beings can achieve the extraordinary. As much about who we are today as it
is about historic achievements, “The Right Stuff” evokes the wonder of this singular era, when the free world
looked towards a new horizon of hope as we first stepped off the bounds of our only home to venture into the
vast unknown.
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R2D2, Little Orphan
Annie, and the air war over
Cambodia 1973

Lt. Col. Norvell before a combat mission in 1973; he flew
in Steve Richie and Chuck DeBellevue’s F-4 D.

I grew up in the 1950s; an era when the newly
independent Air Force was coming into its own. I
always wanted to fly and greatly admired the Mercury
Seven Astronauts, so I chose a college that had an Air
Force ROTC program. I did well in ROTC and passed
the flight physical and was on track to enter pilot
training. But first I took a detour to obtain a graduate
degree, which delayed my entry onto active duty to
at least 1968. As the time approached, I had to take
another physical. Whether it was graduate school,
or the normal genetic outcome of two parents with
glasses, this time I did not pass the vision test. In fact
my vision kept me from entering even the navigator
training program. Flying it seemed was not an option.
So what was the Air Force do to with me? They
made me a security police officer and assigned me to
Washington, DC. On 15 February 1968, I reported to
the 1100th Security Police Squadron, at Bolling AFB, to
be one of its officers. I did not know before I arrived
that this was the Air Force Honor Guard Squadron,
which performed ceremonies at Arlington, the White
House and the Pentagon. I walked in the door and the
captain in charge took one look at me; I could tell I was
not what he expected. To be perfectly clear on this:
Honor Guard officers had to be a minimum of 6 feet
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By Lt. Col. John E. Norvell, USAF (Ret)
tall, well built, and not wear glasses. I, however, was
5 foot 5 inches, built like a fireplug (40-inch chest on
29 inch legs) and wore glasses. When I walked in, the
captain literally did a double take.
In today’s world, this would have been like the
Commander of the Imperial Storm Troopers in Star
Wars expecting a new officer and in rolls R2D2. So
for about 3 hours I was in the Air Force Honor Guard,
then for the next nearly 4 years worked in the
Bolling Command Post. It was a dead end job. Unless
something happened, it was clear that there was no
future for me in the Air Force. None at all and I knew
it.
Yet, the idea of flying never went away. I knew that
if I wanted a career I had to get into flying training. I
repeatedly went to the Base personnel office to see
about getting into Nav School. My vision was still too
bad to pass the pilot flight physical, but almost close
enough for navigator. For a while this seemed to be a
lost cause, but I didn’t give up. By 1970 as the Vietnam
War got hotter more air crews were needed. It was
at this point I learned that the vision requirements
for nav training had changed. I applied for navigator
training. Once again, I took another flight physical,
this time I passed.
I did well at Mather completing Undergraduate
Navigator Training and moved on to Luke AFB in the
backseat of the F-4C. It was a dream come true. As
a navigator I had always approached work from the
proposition that I had made an error that I needed to
find and correct. Some folks called Navs airborne book
keepers as we were always engrossed in recording
numbers into our logs so that we could reconstruct the
missions later, if needed. We were in many ways the
anti-fighter pilots. Arriving at Luke and having been
trained this way, I found now that I had to be more
like a fighter pilot. Not only confident and in control
of what I did, but detail oriented, always aware of our
environment, and knowledgeable in every aspect of
the F-4. I needed to know how it flew and operated,
and how it would be used in combat.
14 October 1972, I had my first flight. Our bird, F-4C
662, requested permission to taxi out of its parking
space and slowly moved into position. Now on the
runway, the IP pushed the throttles into afterburner,
and released the brakes. The Phantom jumped off the
runway. To me in the back, it was like being strapped to
a shell and shot out of a cannon. Once in the training

area we did maneuvering and I learned how the radar
operated on real targets. Then, the instructor told me
“You’ve got The Stick.” And I shook the stick, “Saying
I’ve got The Stick.” I tried to sound confident.
There I was a kid from rural upstate New York with
my hands on the stick of a top-level Air Force fighter.
It’s hard to put into words my feelings of that moment,
now many years later. It was mixture of pride, awe,
excitement, and an extreme adrenaline rush that
lasted well into the night (as my wife can still attest).
I would have The Stick on almost every mission in
training and later in combat. That time would come
soon as I moved from Luke to Udorn RTAFB where
I came to the war late but still flew many combat
missions over Cambodia. But the days of combat were
drawing to an end; Congress had mandated an end to
the air war.
On 15 August 1973, as a member of the 13th Tactical
Fighter Squadron, I flew on the last “unofficial” F-4
combat mission of the Vietnam War to launch from
Udorn RTAFB. It had not been planned that way. As
the end of combat approached, a lottery was held
among the senior officers in Thailand to see who
would fly the official last mission of the war. Our crew
was on alert that morning and after the “official last
F-4 fight” had taken off; we scrambled at about 10:30
a.m. and dropped our bombs just before noon. Then
combat missions ceased and the war ended.
Right at noon, a message was broadcast over
Guard, “Little Orphan Annie has crossed the Blue
Ridge Bridge, I repeat, Little Orphan Annie has crossed
the Blue Ridge Bridge.”

Because We Flew...
Once the wings go on, they never come off
whether they can be seen or not. It fuses to the
soul through adversity, fear and adrenaline, and
no one who has ever worn them with pride, integrity and guts can ever sleep through the call
of the wild that wafts through bedroom windows
in the deep of the night.
When a good flyer leaves the job and retires,
many are jealous, some are pleased and yet others, who may have already retired, wonder. We
wonder if they know what they are leaving behind, because we already know.
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We thought, what does that mean, wondering if it
was a coded message announcing the end of the war.
Then we heard the sound of a toilet flushing. A joke it
seemed-- a bad one given all who had died.
That was how eight years of air combat ended.
There would be ongoing F-4 Recce missions out of
Udorn and also isolated combat related missions. But
on that long ago morning in 1973, we flew the last
unofficial F-4 bombing mission of the war to launch
from Udorn. So that’s how R2D2 encountered Little
Orphan Annie in the skies over Cambodia.
I would continue flying as a WSO at Elmendorf
AFB from 1974-1978. There I would meet and fly
with some of the most outstanding members of the
Air Force who had served in SEA during the war. It is
interesting to think about this now. The navigator had
only been in the rear seat for a few years. When the
F-4 entered service there were two pilots. Years later
I talked with a Lt Col friend who had been a “rear”
seat pilot and he said that he and others hated being
in the back. They wanted to be in front. This opened
the backseat to navs. I was glad that it did. I fit the
backseat perfectly and I did my job very well. The F-4
Pit, as we called it, was where I was meant to be.
I retired in 1989, after a period of teaching at the
Air Force Academy, and other challenging flying and
staff assignments. It was a great career. Still, for all
I did in the Air Force, it was the six years in war and
peace that I flew the backseat of the F-4 I will never
forget– it was the great adventure of my life.

We know, for example, that after a lifetime of
camaraderie that few experience, it will remain
as a longing for those past times.
We know in the world of flying, there is a fellowship which lasts long after the flight suits are
hung up in the back of the closet. We know even
if they throw them away, they will be on them
with every step and breath that remains in his
life. We also know how the very bearing of the
man speaks of what they were and in their heart
still is.
Because we flew, we envy no man/woman on
Earth.
Author Unknown
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IN MEMORIAM																				
Headquarters received notification of the following
Daedalians who have taken their final flight. Our thoughts and
prayers are with their families and friends.
Mr. Frank C. Alvidrez
Maj. Richard F. Arens, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Samuel O. Bakke, USAF (Ret)
Col. Francis W. Bloomcamp, USAF (Ret)
Col. George W. Botbyl, USAF (Ret)
Col. Alton P.H. Brewer, USAF (Ret)
Col. Ralph L. Brown, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Richard J. Cappel, USAF (Ret)
Lot. Col. John E. Charlton, USAF (Ret)
Col. Gerald. Carr, USAF (Ret)
Col. Oliver G. Cellini, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Donald A. Craig, USAF (Ret)
Col. Robert W. Cooper, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Gen. Robert F. Coverdale, USAF (Ret)
Col. Donald L. Curtis, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Edward M. Dobson, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Albert J. Eells, USAF (Ret)
Col. Richard L. Fahrney, USAF (Ret)
Col. Dale R. Funk, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. James F. Grey, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Jerome L. Gudvangen, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Kenneth M. Haas, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Murray J. Hancock, USAF (Ret)
Col. Donald C. Hanto, USAF (Ret)
Brig. Gen. Don Harvel, USAF (Ret)
Col. Delbert J. Haselhorst, USAF (Ret)
Brig. Gen. William G. Hathaway, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Ronald E. Heald, USMC (Ret)
Lt. Col. Harold Hendler, USAF (Ret)
Col. Harlan C. Hobbs, USAF (Ret)

CAPT Kenneth S. Kirkwood, USNR (Ret)
Mr. Robert C. Johnson, CIV
Lt. Gen. Buford D. Lary, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Gen. George G. Loving, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Gen. Donald A. McGann, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Robert McMurtry, USAF (Ret)
Col. Bill E. Myers, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Charles J. Nagle, USAF (Ret)
Col. A. Thomas Neiss, USAF (Ret)
COL Charles R. Nielsen, USA (Ret)
Col. Charles E. Powell, USAF (Ret)
Col. Luis M. Rodriguez, USAF (Ret)
Col. Galen E. Seal, USAF (Ret)
Col. Michael T. Scott, USAF (Ret)
Col. Jack H. Smith, USAF (Ret)
Col. Raymond G. Schwartz, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Joseph K. Stapleton, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Jon G. Tankersley, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Dale O. Thisted
Lt. Col. Wilbur L. Tracy, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Richard T. Todd
Lt. Col. Stephen B. Turshen, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Gerald L. Vanek, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Charles R. Waterman Jr., USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Richard H. Weir, USAF (Ret)
Col. Spencer W. Wilkinson, USAF (Ret)
Col. James L. Wilson, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Wayne L. Wood, USAF (Ret)

NEW MEMBERS

Welcome and congratulations to the following Daedalians
who joined between July 15 and October 15, 2020.

Capt. Paul Allen, USAF (Ret)

Col. Terry Kono, USAF (Ret)

Maj. Emmanuel Antimsiaris, USAF

CDR Malcolm LeCompte, USN (Ret)

Maj. Bruce Cary, USA (Ret)

Lt. Col. James Long II, USAF

LTJG Dillon Coale, USN
Lt. Col. Benjamin Dailey, USAF (Ret)
2nd Lt. Luke Deaton, USAF
1st Lt. Hunter Heaton, USAF
Brig. Gen. David Hicks, USAF (Ret)
Capt. Carol Janni, USAF

Capt. Gregory McWherther, USN (Ret)
2nd Lt. Madeline Mearsch, USAF
LTJG Dustin Saulmon, USN
Dr. Gregory Sherwood
Lt. Col. William Wagner, USAF (Ret)

LCDR Karl Kingry, USN

Capt. Mitchell Whatley, USAF (Ret)

Lt. Col. Andrew Kissinger, USAFR

Maj. James Williams, USAF (Ret)

Reminder
Membership fees are due annually on the anniversary of your join date. If you
aren’t sure what that date is or haven’t received a reminder, please contact us at
membership@daedalians.org. Your membership and support are vital to accomplishing
our mission. A subscription to the Daedalus Flyer is included with your membership.
Don’t miss out on any Daedalian news or great aviation experiences from your fellow

“What we have once enjoyed deeply we can never
lose. All that we love deeply becomes a part of us.”
~ Helen Keller
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aviators -- submit payment online at
https://www.daedalians.org/donations-and-dues/.
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Doolie

Black Wings

By: Von Hardesty and Dominick Pisano
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
“Black Wings” is published by
the National Air and Space Museum
Smithsonian Institution, and is a
very interesting read. Subtitled “The
American Black in Aviation,” authors
Hardesty and Pisano take a different
approach to the subject. There are a
lot of photos to make their points in
the various time periods covered.
It starts with Eugene Bullard and
Bessie Coleman, the first Black male
and female pilots. The former earned
his license in France, in 1917, and
flew in WWI. The latter, also earned
her license in France, in 1922, and
returned to the U.S., only to tragically
die in an aircraft accident, in 1927.
The book covers Black aviators,
who came after (most flying in
isolated black aviation clubs) and were
well known in their communities.
Up until WWII, when the Tuskegee
Airmen began, there were only 102
licensed Black pilots. When the
Tuskegee experiment became a
reality, the numbers of Black aviators
took off (no pun intended), along with
the maintenance personnel necessary
to support them.
The book goes on to cover post
WWII, Korea, Vietnam, and afterward
Black aviators. Along with military
aviators, it also lightly covers Black
astronauts and commercial aviation
pilots. There are several reasonably
priced copies on www.abe.com. It
would make a great gift for a young
adult who is interested in a flying
career.
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By: Gene Davis
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
Retired Col Gene Davis (and fellow
Daedalian) sent his book to me, to
read and review. “Doolie” is a real
doozie (I can’t believe I said that)! It
is the mostly true, historical fiction
novel of the US Air Force Academy,
Class of 1961’s Doolie (Fourth Class or
Freshman) year, in 1957. What makes
it unique, is that the USAFA Classes of
1959, 60, and 61 were the only ones
to start their Academy education at
Lowery AFB, Denver, CO, while the
USAFA campus, in Boulder, CO, was
being built.
In addition to a different location,
active duty company grade officers
had to be brought in from the
services, who were mostly recent
graduates of West Point, Annapolis,
and the Coast Guard Academy, to
serve as upperclassmen, and help the
fledgling cadets to begin to build their
own traditions.
Stories throughout the book come
from letters written to and from
cadets, their families, and friends.
They also come from the memories of
the cadets, who endured their Doolie
- year at Lowery. In 1958, all classes
would be held at the current Academy
location.
Any of the classes of 59, 60, and
61 will likely enjoy reliving what they
went through. Later Academy class
members and those who earned a
non-academy commission would
enjoy looking at how different our
experiences were. While most of the
cadet names are fictional, many of
the cadre are not. I really enjoyed this
book, and I think you will too. Good
job, Gene! The book is available on
amazonbooks.com.

					

The Conquest of
Time and Space

By: Henry Smith Williams and
Edward H. Williams
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
Life Member, Lt Col Kathy LaSauce,
USAF (Ret) did a very nice thing, when
she downsized: she donated several
books from her library to The Order
of Daedalians’ library. This book, “The
Conquest of Time and Space,” is one
of the more interesting ones she gave
us.
Originally published in 1910,
this book is the 1912 third edition.
It covers the latest in various
technologies, and would have been
close to “state-of-the-art” reading
for all of our founder members,
who, in only a few more years would
have been preparing to go to war in
Europe.
The various chapters cover the
history and development of many
items we take for granted today. A
few subjects include, water navigation
and equipment used, submarine
vessels, the steam locomotive, the
development of electric railways, and
ocean travel.
This book is hard to put down, as
some of the information really gets
your attention. In one chapter, the
authors discuss how large ocean liners
are getting, and mention that the
Titanic is still being built. They go on
to say, when finished, it will be the
largest liner in the world. The book
is also well illustrated with very nice
photos.
To my surprise, this work is
considered by scholars to be a
culturally important work; a historical
artifact. As such, it is being reprinted
so future generations will be able
to read it. There were quite a few
available, in the $30-40 range.
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The Wonder Book of
The Air

By: C. B. Allen and Lauren D. Lyman
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
Many thanks to Life Member
Kathy LaSauce, for donating this
fascinating book to our Daedalian
Library. First copyrighted in 1936, this
is the 1941 version of the book. The
edition differs from the 1936, 38, and
39 versions, as it was expanded and
revised by renowned historian (of the
day) Dr. Francis Miller.
Both authors were well qualified
to write the book. Allen was Aviation
Editor of the New York Herald
Tribune, and Lyman a Pulitzer Prize
Winner and Aviation Expert for the
New York Times. What makes the
book interesting is the audience it was
intended to reach: young men at the
junior and senior high school levels.
The book covers a plethora of
aviation subjects, from history of
man’s desire to fly, birth of aviation,
women in aviation, the Air Mail, radio,
national defense in WWII, and many
other topics. The Army and Navy are
thanked for their cooperation and
help with the facts and figures in the
revision (P-38 and P-40 are a part of
the national defense chapter, and
are touted as being state-of-the-art
fighters).
All of the editions are enjoyable,
but the 1941 revised one has a lot
more whistles and bells to it. I think
this would make a great gift for any
young adult interested in an aviation
career). I found copies for sale on
abebooks.com and eBay. Prices
ranged from $12 and up for the early
versions, to $36-$46 for the 1941
version. Good hunting.

Faith Beyond Belief

By: David Eberly
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
Author David Eberly, Colonel, USAF
(Ret), was the senior Allied prisoner of
the Iraqi military, during the first Gulf
War. He was shot down, when an Iraqi
surface to air missile downs his F-15E
Strike Eagle, during his second combat
mission over Iraq. After attempting to
escape and evade the enemy, both he
and his back seater were eventually
captured in the desert, and became
POWs.
David’s book primarily covers his
43 days in captivity, and it is a gripping
story of a man having to confront fear,
isolation, hunger, and psychological
torment by his captors. To add to the
problem, Allied bombs and cruise
missiles targeting Baghdad have a
real chance of hitting the POWs as
they are shuttled from one prison site
to another. What allows him to get
through the ordeal is his fortitude,
strength, faith in God, and the
occasional captor, who appears to be
sympathetic, and/or Christian.
The story is well told and shows
you why Col Eberly believes the
Lord was his shepherd, his constant
companion, and the source of his
strength and courage. The book can
be found on abebooks.com and eBay.
com. I noticed there are several other
books with that same title, so be sure
and use title and author if you are
looking for a copy of this one.

Inside the Turn Circle

By: Col (Ret) P. K. White
Rev: Col. Francis L. Kapp, USAF (Ret)
This is an excellent read by author
and Daedalian P. K. White. The first
third of the book covers PK’s life
as an Air Force “brat,” his time in
college, graduation from UPT, and
follow-on assignment as a T-37 First
Assignment IP (FAIP). The majority
of the remaining two-thirds are
devoted to P.K.’s life as an F-16 pilot,
covering everything from checkout, to
upgrades, to deployments, to daily life
in a USAFE fighter squadron – all of it
well told and attention holding.
There is a short postscript chapter,
which details his life after the F-16,
ending with his retirement from
the USAF. Finally, P.K. includes a
closing section on “Culture, Customs,
and Craziness” of life in a fighter
squadron, during the 70s and 80s
(which brought me back to some of
my good memories of Udorn RTAFB in
the 70s).
Why did P.K. write this book? In his
own words: “This book is my attempt
to relate what it was like training and
becoming an F-16 fighter pilot in the
U.S. Air Force from 1979 to 1988. It
includes not only life in the air, but life
on the ground as well – the culture
of the fighter squadron, the joys and
challenges of living overseas, the
fun adventures and love shared by
families depending on each other, and
the stresses and pressures inherent in
this often dangerous profession”. P.K.,
I think you hit your mark, well done!
Written in 2020, I found it is available
on Amazon.
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Ben Drew - Mustang Ace, Daedalian, and my Friend
Submitted By: Tom Cappelletti, Mile High Flight 18

What connects us in our Order is the unbroken chain of
airmen going back to the original pilots of the Lafayette
Escadrille in WW I, the Great War. A few years after the
Armistice of 1918, actually in March 1924 to be exact, a
boy was born outside of Detroit, Michigan. As we all did,
he had the dream of Flight.

to another P-51D as his daily ride in E2-D “Detroit Miss “
as he moved up the squadron pecking order in 1944. Ben
scored his first aerial victory in June 1944 against a ME109 and his second kill in P-51 “Suzy G”. Ben was soon a 4
ship lead in the 375th and later a mission leader later in
1944.

After December 7, 1941 Urban L. “Ben” Drew enlisted
in the USAAF and shipped off to boot camp. Following
basic training he was selected for primary flight school
and succeeded well beyond his expectations. He was
detailed to P-51 training at Bartow Field FL where he
graduated in 1943 and stayed as a P-51 instructor. With
a penchant for trouble and itch to get into the fight as
a fully qualified P-51 instructor, he low level buzzed the
reviewing stand at a change of command for the Base
Commander near Bartow after a trip to the gunnery
range. This stunt landed Ben in the Bartow brig with his
pal Kemp whereupon said Wing Commander, Colonel Flip
Cochrane, had a choice to make, sideline two excellent
P-51 instructor pilots or send them off to combat.

On a October day in 1944, Ben and his wingman, 1Lt
Robert McCandliss were returning from a bomber escort
mission over Western Germany when they came upon a
Luftwaffe airfield buzzing with activity. They had stumbled
upon the home of JV 44 “Kommando Nowotny “, the
first operational Staffel (squadron) of the jet powered
ME-262. Rolling in from 15000’ Ben and his wingman
found the Staffel in a takeoff surge. Ben opened up on
the lead ME-262 with his .50 cal guns and sent his quarry
into the ground. Score one for the kid from Detroit! The
second ME-262 made the fatal mistake of pulling up and
to the left and gave Ben the opening he needed to score
his second victory of the day. Lt McCandliss had visions
of bagging his own ME-262 that day but following Ben
across the field he ran into a wall of Luftwaffe AAA fire and
was shot down landing in a field and spending the rest
of the war in a Luftstalag POW camp. Ben made it back
to his home field at Bottisham after being chased by the
entire Luftwaffe across Western Europe. Ben saw no other
aircraft on his trip back to England but his gun camera
film had jammed and with his wingman in a POW camp
for the duration, there was no proof of his double ME-262
victories that day.

What the Colonel did next was to make a significant mark
on the future of aerial warfare in the European Theatre of
Operations (ETO).
Ben is a historic yet little known Ace of that Theatre.
Ben and Bill Kemp reported to the replacement depot
for pilots in England in the late Spring of 1944 where
they found themselves assigned to the 375 FS, 361 FG at
Bottisham Field. The CO of the 361 FG at the time was
a West Point grad, Lt Col Thomas Christian. Ben got a
chance ride in P-51 “E-2S” at the 375 FS and would be part
of a famous WWII era P-51 4-ship formation color photo
of the “ Bottisham Four” in E-2S or “Sugar.” Ben moved on
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He would go on to fly the P-47N in the Pacific off Iwo Jima
and after VE-Day join the post war Michigan ANG as its
first post war Adjutant General flying the C-54 and P-47 till
he reluctantly resigned his commission in 1947.

Ben’s life would be colorful
in the post war years flying
a DC-6 and DC-7 for Slick
Airways on the West Coast.
He would go on to fly in
Europe starting his own
airline in the Netherlands
and Belgium eventually
settling in Johannesburg,
South Africa and London
as an aircraft broker. In
between he ran guns for
the CIA in a DC-3 in the
Belgian Congo in the early
1960s and airlifted many
Jewish refugees from
Africa to Israel for which
he garnered the praise Mr. Cappelletti (left) and Ben Drew (right)
pose for a photo. Mr. Cappelletti is holding
of then- Israeli President Boom Powell’s book “The Katezenjammer
David Ben Gurion and a
Ace” about Ben.
lifetime First Class pass on
El Al. Rumors abound that he was present at the formation
of Air America in S. Vietnam as that conflict heated up and
the CIA needed to set up its own airlift in-country and up
to Laos and Thailand. Only Ben knows and he isn’t able to
tell us…..
The unfinished business of his ME-262 victories in 1944
came full circle in the early 1980s when an Air Force Major
in the HQ AF Public Affairs Office came across his file in a
records review of WWII era ETO decorations.
Major Vivienne Veach, USAF, chased down the records of
the wartime Luftwaffe and corroborated Ben’s story with
a celebrated and much-decorated Luftwaffe Ace Major
Georg-Peter Eder, himself a member of JV 44 that day at
Achmer in 1944. Herr Eder and Ben would become good
friends later in life until Georg-Peter’s death in 1986 from
cancer.
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“Flew West “in San Diego, CA. I had a hand in his burial
with full military honors by the Old Guard at Arlington
National Cemetery in December 2013 complete with
a single ship P-51D flyover by Andrew McKenna from
Manassas VA. (a whole ‘nother story). Lt Gen Nick Kehoe,
our current National Commander, was present with
me that day to salute an old warrior on his final trip to
Valhalla.
I met Ben later in his life but I am in awe of his life and
aerial exploits. He belonged to a generation that took on
the Axis powers in the skies over Europe and in the Pacific
and triumphed in a long and deadly war for freedom. I
am the proud owner of a signed copy of the book “The
Katzenjammer Ace” about Ben written by CDR Robert
“Boom” Powell,USN, and an original oil painting of Ben
and his Mustang “Detroit Miss” painted by his good friend
Les Carter.
Ben was a Daedalian later in life in San Diego and now sits
at the Fighter Bar in Heaven with the likes of Robin Olds,
Gabby Gabreski, Don Gentile, Hub Zemke, Dick Bong,
Steve Pisanos, and the pantheon of his fellow fighter Aces
of the Greatest Generation.
The author is a member of Mile High Flight #18 and a
retired USAF Lt Col aviator. Additional assistance with this
article came from Ben Drew’s son Bill Sparks, aviation art
expert Irene Grinnell, Commander Robert “Boom” Powell
USN (Ret), BG Chad Manske USAF (Ret) and Lt Col Mark
“Sluggo” Hasara USAF (Ret)
“Nickel on the Grass” for Ben!

With their exhaustive research complete, the Secretary
of the Air Force, Verne Orr, dispatched a MAC C-141 on
a diplomatic run to Johannesburg to pick up Ben and his
wife Lynnette and return them to Washington DC. On a
sunny day in May 1983 the CSAF, General Charlie Gabriel
and SECAF Orr presented the Air Force Cross to Major
Urban L. Drew USAAF in the E-Ring of the Pentagon. This
was in lieu of a WWII era Distinguished Service Cross that
he would have earned for this engagement. Ben Drew was
an Ace of the ETO and the first Allied fighter pilot to down
two ME-262s. The First ever.
Ben would go on to live to the age of 89 when in 2013 he
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THE FINAL INSPECTION
Author: Sgt Joshua Helterbran
The soldier stood and faced God,
Which must always come to pass.
He hoped his shoes were shining,
Just as brightly as his brass.
“Step forward now, you soldier,
How shall I deal with you?
Have you always turned the other cheek?
To my Church have you been true?”
The soldier squared his soldiers and said,
“No, Lord, I guess I ain’t.
Because those of us who carry guns,
Can’t always be a saint.
I’ve had to work most Sundays,
And at times my talk was tough.
And sometimes I’ve been violent,
Because the world is awfully rough.

SPECIAL SECTION

In Loving Memory of Oliver Cellini
Written By: Maureen DeFelice, Executive Director
It’s a unique thing to be able to claim to be the oldest
member of the Daedalians, but Oliver Cellini was just
that or as he liked to say, the “most chronologically
advanced.” When Cellini surpassed one year after the
century mark, he became our oldest living Daedalian
and remained at the top of longevity for about six
years. He celebrated his 107th birthday on February
10th 2020.
Our oldest Daedalian ever was a founder member
from Dayton, Ohio, William Crooks who celebrated
life, just as Cellini did to the end. Crooks passed at the
age of 109. Cellini was a member of Claire Chennault’s
“Flying Tigers” flying over the Burma Hump many
times during WWII, including a rescue mission to pick
up a fellow pilot shot down behind enemy lines. He
named one of his airplanes “Donna-Bee” after his

wife and oldest daughter. He also flew 87 missions in
the Korean War in a Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star, he
named “Lin-Do-Bee” after another daughter Linda.
Ollie was asked many times what his secret to a long
happy life was. His answer, spoken like a true Italian,
always include love and red wine. While I am not
recommending alcohol as a way to live a long happy
life, I will say that if you want to raise a glass of a
favorite beverage, a toast to your own chronologically
advanced success may just be the way to get there.
We wish you eternal rest Col Oliver G. Cellini, and
thank you for your service through WWII and the
Korean War and your 31 years as a Daedalian.

But, I never took a penny,
That wasn’t mine to keep...
Though I worked a lot of overtime,
When the bills just got too steep.
And I never passed a cry for help,
Though at times I shook with fear.
And sometimes, God, forgive me,
I’ve wept unmanly tears.
I know I don’t deserve a place,
Among the people here.
They never wanted me around,
Except to calm their fears.
If you’ve a place for me here, Lord,
It needn’t be so grand.
I never expected or had too much,
But if you don’t, I’ll understand.”
There was a silence all around the throne,
Where the saints had often trod.
As the soldier waited quietly,
For the judgement of his God.
“Step forward now, you soldier,
You’ve borne your burdens well.
Walk peacefully on Heaven’s streets,
You’ve done your time in Hell.”
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VOOD O O H O ODO O

Written By: Capt. R. Donald Smith, ANG (Ret)

Capt. Don Smith, ANG (Ret) with the F-101 Voodoo,
at Tyndall AFB, FL

The Voodoo was a hard airplane to love. Most famous for its “pitch up” characteristic, it was at its
best when going fast. Coupling that with its extreme
pitch sensitivity, it took some getting used to. Wikipedia has an informative, and from my perspective, accurate description of the development of the aircraft.
This story is about flying it.
Having just returned from a year at Keflavik, Iceland,
in 1973, I was assigned to be an entry-level test
pilot flying the F-101B/F in the 475 Test Squadron
at Tyndall AFB, Fl. My first flight in the Voodoo impressed me in two ways: this airplane would really
go, and it was so pitch sensitive that I might never be
able to fly formation in it. (It took me 1000 hours to
get the hang of it). It was a big airplane, 71 ft. long
and over 50,000 pounds with full fuel and armament.
It arrived fast too. At 175 knots plus fuel, one didn’t
have much time to correct mistakes when breaking
out of a low ceiling. Even worse, if you lost an engine
on takeoff, you would soon find yourself on final at
210 knots.
On one of my early flights I got a real eye-opener.
Having not been checked out, I was just an observer
in the rear seat with the late Dick Holzer. He was a
contemporary who had arrived a few months before
me. We were in the warning area about 30,000 ft.
and 300 knots when Dick asked if I would like to see
a loop. I agreed, and he rolled inverted, lit the burners, and pulled the nose down. At 20,000 feet, he
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rolled right side up and had about 500 knots. Most
of the loops I had seen in jets had started at 10,000
feet, ensuring good ground clearance, and thicker
air. Imagine my surprise when he laid on four g’s at
that altitude! Up we went with the needles on the
altimeter spinning wildly. I correctly predicted, “This
is going to be really interesting.” He got it perfectly
vertical, zero airspeed, at 42,000 ft. It got very quiet,
the out of sync engines making beat noises, without
compressor stalling. It seemed to hang there for a
while (maybe tail sliding) until the nose fell forward,
overshooting past the vertical, with a few oscillations.
He wisely let it cook down to 10,000 ft. and 400 knots
before pulling out. I asked, “Wow, does it do that every time?” Dick said, “Dunno, that’s the first one I’ve
tried.”
Formation takeoffs happened fast. When flying wing,
I liked to line up almost line abreast and once afterburners were lit, slowly drift back into fingertip position. It only took 13 seconds to get to lift off at 185
knots. Once airborne, it took a quick hand on the
gear handle not to trap the nose gear (which retracted forward). Trapping the nose gear was a sure way
to ruin a formation takeoff. If you did, the drill: Everybody out of burner, get separated (especially in the
clouds), find the other guy, get back together. It was
a mess. Burner climbs were spectacular. On a cold
day I clocked from liftoff to 30,000 ft. in 99 seconds,
with 10,000 ft at the departure end of the runway.
The deck angle was about 50 degrees at first, but it
seemed to be almost vertical.
The Voodoo had great brakes. One night at the bar,
some loud-mouth was bragging about his T-33. I asserted that I could stop the F-101 quicker than he
could a T-33. Everyone knows that the T-33 comes
down final 60 knots slower than the F-101. It was
a bet. I knew the T-33 had lousy brakes and I had
a really good antiskid system. The next day, with a
light airplane, drag chute in the air, firm landing, and
standing on the brakes, I won handily.
This was the first crewed airplane that I had flown.
We flew lots of practice intercepts to maintain our
Operationally Ready (OR) status. With the Weapons
System Officer (WSO) in the rear seat doing all the
hard work, all I had to do was fly, center the steering
dot and hold the trigger down.
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bit of flaps, it flew much better. That’s how I learned
about air viscosity and its effect on boundary layer
flow. At lower altitudes the airplane flew just fine at
250 knots indicated airspeed.

The Alpha wand depicted the instantaneous angle of
attack, while the boundary wand indicated the (varying) limit where the redundant limiter system would
begin warnings. Fully loaded, the F-101 had a wing
loading almost identical to the F-104. Neither turned
very well. Most of the pilots were divided into two
groups: those who were afraid aggressively to turn
the airplane for fear of a pitch up, and those who
refused to be intimidated by it. If one was in the second group, you could come down initial approach for
an overhead pattern at 350 knots, roll into a 60-degree bank, pull the alpha wand to the hatched area
of the limit wand, and perform a decent (fairly tight)
overhead pattern. If one was in the first group, you
had to keep a careful watch on downwind for C-5’s,
C-141’s and the like.
The F-101 had decent legs. Range was about 900 NM
clean, 1200 NM with one 450 gallon drop tank, and
1200+ miles with two 450 gallon drop tanks! Endurance was a little better with two drop tanks; but the
drag was so great, all that fuel didn’t buy you much
range.
I was frequently asked to fly at 50,000 ft. as a target
for other interceptors. That would have easily been
done at supersonic speeds, but subsonic was problematic. Mach .99 turned out to be about 250 knots
indicated airspeed. Those conditions were extremely
uncomfortable, what with the burbling and protestations from the wing. However, if one lowered a little

What, you are probably wondering, does one test in
an airplane that is fourteen years old? Mostly new
targets, and photo chase.
The year was 1973 and new missiles, guns, gunsights,
and targets were being developed. Business was
good. One new target that we developed and tested
was the FIGAT (fiberglass aerial target. We would take
off with the FIGAT 200 feet behind connected by a
steel cable. The takeoff went like this: light the afterburners, accelerate to 185 knots, disengage the burners (so as not to burn the cable as the aircraft rotated), rotate to 30 degrees pitch up, count to three, reengage the burners and climb out. Once in the warning area, the target was reeled out to about five miles
and an F-106 would shoot at it. Since it had an acoustic bullet scorer on board (expensive) and was of considerable value itself, it was reeled in to 250 feet and
brought back for reuse. Getting a 500-pound, thirtyfoot long aircraft back wasn’t that easy. It had three
skids, each equipped with a 10”X10” piece of cut-up
rubber tire. The tractor (me) would fly a sort of GCA
given by one of us with a hand-held radio standing
close to the runway. The trick was to fly down the
left edge of the runway, knowing that the target was
hanging about 50 ft. below, slightly right, and 250 ft
back. The controller would read target heights and I
was to gently lower it to the runway and then cut the
cable. It worked pretty well, I never crashed one, but
I did have one land long with its nose extending off
the end of the pavement.
The Ryan Firebee II or BQM-34F was tested by our
squadron. It was a supersonic version of the perennial Firebee jet-powered gunnery target. It was groundlaunched with a single RATO booster. Management
decided we needed some photos. If you have ever
tried to catch a RATO launch, well, you can’t. Even in
an F-101 which will really accelerate. After a couple
of tries I sorta let it join up with me. That is, I would
try to arrive at a point where the RATO burned out at
the same time as the drone. It took afterburners to
keep up with the little rascal.
On another occasion I was assigned “Shotgun” for a
“Mace,” a 1950’s tactical cruise missile, later used as
a target. Everything was going fine until I reported
that it had exceeded the planned speed. After a
couple of “stand-bys” they admitted that the throttle
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was stuck wide open. I suggested that they command
a climb to keep the speed down. I was informed
that it was completely out of control. This is great, I
thought. My assignment as shotgun was to be ready
to shoot it down if it went out of control. Negative, negative, it’s heading south and is no threat to
anyone. When it got to 100 knots above its red line
speed (about 500 knots) I decided to move out a
little. I was about 100 feet ahead and 200 feet right
of it when the left wing folded back, it turned sideways, and exploded in a huge fireball. Trying to sound
calm on the radio, I told them of their loss and they
asked me to go down near the surface of the water
and check to see if any big pieces could be hazards
to seaborne navigation. I circled for a few minutes,
watching some larger pieces hit the water with big
splashes. After they stopped hitting the water, I went
in low to check. As I passed the site at 100 ft., a big
piece splashed right in front of me! I hastily exited
the area, hoping no one would find out about my stupidity.
Another fun project was testing an improved rocket
motor for the “Genie.” The original idea was a nuclear-armed unguided rocket that was so fast and
powerful that, once launched, the target could not
escape by jamming or defensive maneuvers. We, of
course, never detonated a nuke, but we did fire the
Air Training Rocket (ATR) to assure effectiveness of
crew training, launching aircraft, and the ballistics
of the rocket. The ATR was an 822 pound, nine-footlong, powerhouse that could achieve Mach 3.2 in a
2-second burn. The F-101 could carry two of them.
The first time I launched one, the rotary door flipped
with a thump, the ejector rod fired with another
thump, and because my thoughts were racing, the
delay of the light-off made me think I had a dud.
Then the train left the station: it was spectacular, lots
of smoke, noise, and pieces of burnt motor hitting
the windscreen. The combat procedure called for an
immediate roll and pull to avoid the blast, but in the
test world, the tracking called for the fighter to stay
steady for a while. That gave me a chance to watch
it. It went very high, very fast, and popped a spotting
charge after about five seconds. What fun. The Air
Force wanted us to evaluate an improved motor for
the Genie. We received about 20 ATR’s to fire. I shot
a couple, but it was really more spectacular to fly
photo chase on the shots. When the rocket fired, it
shot out a plume of fire that was twice as long as the
F-101, which was 71 ft., itself.
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The aft-most bearing had disintegrated and blown all
the oil out. My commander seemed pleased that I
had caused the maintenance chief some heartache.

F-101 firing the Genie ATR

I had some other interesting moments at Tyndall.
The maintenance and operations higher-ups were
having a squabble and I was told to refuse to fly any
airplane that was the slightest bit questionable. That
day, when I took off, there was a loud “bang” when
the landing gear retracted. Not knowing what that
meant, I immediately put the gear lever back down.
Another loud “bang” and then three green gear
safe lights illuminated. I elected to land, stop on the
runway, and get towed into the chocks. I was sitting
beside the tug driver with my helmet in my lap when
the chief of maintenance screeched up, obviously
angry.
“Why did you shut down your aircraft on the runway,
Captain?”
“It was making loud noises, sir.”
“You should have taxied in.”
“Yes, sir.”
The answer was that the nose gear hydraulic cylinder
had detached at one end and was hanging by the
hose. When I extended the gear, the actuator rod had
fired up to the corner of the wheel well and flung the
nose gear out. I used up some good luck that day.
A few days later, I was coming down initial when the
whole airplane started shaking. I looked down to see
the right engine oil pressure hit zero. I shut it down
and turned a wide pattern and landed single engine.
Same visual: Tug driver with pilot beside him, pulling a F-101 into the chocks having shut down the
runway. The Chief of Maintenance screeches up with
antennas whipping back and forth. He jumps out and,
seeing me, says, “You again.”
“Yes sir, an engine quit.”
“Why didn’t you taxi into the chocks?”
“I wasn’t sure what caused it, sir.”
“I’ll call your commander about it.”

For training, we frequently flew formation with dissimilar aircraft. We had a routine in which the F-106
would lead, with a F-101 on the wing. The F-106
would perform increasingly steep turns until the
F-101 with its tiny wings could no longer keep up.
After that, the F-101 would lead for a while. Once in
the lead I would give the afterburner signal and rapidly pull ahead of the F-106. After a while about 1.5
Mach, he would finally catch up and pass me.

F-101 flying on the wing of an F-106

From Tyndall, I moved on to the 111 Fighter Interceptor Group and Ellington ANGB, Texas. They, like me,
had flown the F-102 for a while and were forced to
transition to the F-101. Theirs was a dual mission:
the only F-101 training squadron left, and air defense
of the southern border. No, we didn’t shoot down
any Russian bombers, but we did intercept a few
drug smugglers, lost pilots, and guys who thought
they could penetrate an ADIZ without clearance. The
F-101 had a very large, powerful light on the left side.
A favorite trick was to intercept an airplane at night
(they didn’t know we were approaching), pull up fairly close, and turn on the light. It would usually scare
the beejesus out of them and the airplane would
perform a violent turn away. It was always fun to get
a scramble, even though we knew it was a benign
threat. We flew clean (without external tanks) and
fully armed (with conventional weapons).
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squadron, our Air Force Advisor was pouring over
maps. He wanted to lead the flight and RHIP. Refusing any help from me as to how to navigate the mission, he labored furiously over the maps, well into
our briefing time. This should have been a thorough
briefing for a low-weather takeoff with four aircraft.
We didn’t get it. He said, “Everything is standard, lets’
go.” Above the weather, the two elements joined up
and went very fast as we were late for the ceremony.
I’m number two on the right wing, and three and
four are on his left wing. Jerry finally sees the flyover
point and starts down at a steep angle. We make a
low pass and start a pull up when, in a flash, he turns
abruptly away from me. All I can see is the bottom of
his airplane. Three is so startled that he pushes over
to allow lead to pass above him (and barely misses
the ground), four pulls up and lead misses him. I’m
scrambling to avoid getting hit by three and four. The
folks on the ground must have thought that we intentionally did a bomb burst maneuver. The other element joined up and refused to fly close to us. When
we got back the pilot of three was livid and prone
to violence. He asked Jerry, “What the hell was that,
were you trying to kill us?”
“I thought I saw a little airplane.”
It was a very tense moment, but no blood was shed.
None of us ever flew with him again.
The individual landing gear retraction valves were
controlled by their own squat switches. I know a guy
who would roll down the runway and just before rotation would put the gear handle up. When the nose
was rotated, the nose gear would retract, leaving the
aircraft with the mains still on the ground with the
nose gear fully retracted.
Years later, while learning to fly the MD-11, I recognized some of the McDonnell design philosophy
from the F-101. Some of the same people must have
worked on the fuel system, the flight control system,
and powerplants. Lots of thrust, complicated systems, and strange flight controls. I miss those days of
smoke and noise. Nowadays, when a B-777 takes off,
you can continue your conversation. When an F-101
took off, everyone stopped what they were doing and
noticed.

The day before one of the worst flights of my life,
the Squadron Commander asked me to lead a flyby
at a commitment ceremony at College Station, since
I was a former student of Texas A&M. I happily accepted, but the next morning when I arrived at the
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AFROTC Scholarships

John and Alice Egan Multi-Year
Mentoring Scholarship
Stinsons Flight 5 nominated Cadet Marissa
Ibarra for the John and Alice Egan Multi-Year
Mentoring Scholarship. St. Mary’s University
Professor of Military Science, LTC Tex Soto presented Cadet Ibarra with the Egan certificate.
A Senior at St. Mary’s University and an Air
Force ROTC cadet, she is working towards a
BA in Marketing and a minor in Military Science
and holds a 3.85 GPA. She is a highly motivated
cadet who is not just focused on her personal
and professional goals, but intimately invested
in teamwork leading the battalion team to win
the 2018 Regional competition of the Ranger
Challenge. She received the DA Superior Cade
Award, MOAA Award and earned the David E.

Ft. Hood Flight 103 nominated Cadet Allan
Welchez-Colon again this year for the John and
Alice Egan Multi-Year Mentoring Scholarship.
Cadet Welchez is a Junior at University of Texas,
Arlington majoring in Criminal Justice, and is still
intent on a commission in the Air Force and pilot
training.
This last semester awards he received was the
Honor Guard Top Contributor Award, Honor
Guard Membership Ribbon, Physical Fitness
Award, and Warrior Flight Award. Academically
he holds a Cumulative GPA of a 3.8. Cadet Welchez is the Flight Commander for Detachment
845 at Texas Christian University.
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Salazar, Jr. Physical Fitness Award. Cadet Ibarra
is a student pilot and has passed her flight physical. She is striving for an Army Aviation career
and looks forward to a successful military officer.

Cadet Brock Pennington, AFROTC
Senior, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Major: Civil Engineering
Detachment 157 Commander, Col. Jason
Patla (left)presented the AFROTC Scholarship
certificate to Cadet Brock Pennington (right) on 7
September 2020. He is a student pilot with 11.2
hours.
Cadet Pennington’s goal is to become an Air
Force Pilot and fly HH_60s for Search and
Rescue Operations.

Cadet Kyle Young, AFROTC
Senior, Oklahoma State University
Major: Aviation Operations & Administration

Cadet Matthew Wilke, AFROTC
Senior, A&M University
Major: Industrial Distributions

Cadet Young is an Eagle Scout and mentor to
youth with over 200 volunteer hours. He is a
Detachment 670 Meritorious Service Award and
Fitness Award recipient. He was 1 of 6 selected
for Air Force Global Strike Command summer
‘20 internship program at Keelser AFB.

Col. Sherri LeVan, Commander
AFROTC Det (right) 805 presented
Cadet Matthew Wilke (left) with an
AFROTC Scholarship certificate on
16 September 2020 at Texas A&M
University Corps of Cadets Arches.

Cadet Young’s goal is to go to UPT in the
ENJJPT program and fly fighter jets. He has
achieved his Private Pilot License with 336 flight
hours to date, and has a pilot slot.”

He was recently selected to attend
USAF Pilot training and currently
competing for ENJJPT.
Cadet JoAnna R. Winborn, AFROTC
Senior, The Citadel
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Detachment 765 Commander, Col. Matthew Morand,
presented Cadet JoAnna Winborn the AFROTC
scholarship certificate. Cadet Winborn is a Senior at
The Citadel maintaining a 4.0 GPA. Winborn is the
Wing Commander for DET 765, earning the Fitness
Award for maintaining above a 95 on physical test
for four semesters.
Winborn wants to fly the F-35 for the USAF.
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First Things First

Cadet Riley Luehman

AFROTC Scholarships

Lt Col Pecarina

The boundary lamps were yellow blurs
Against the winter night
And I had checked the last ship in
And snapped the office light,
And paused a while to let the ghosts
Of bygone days and men
Roam down the skies of auld lang syne
As one will now and then ...
When fancy set me company
A red checked lad to stand
With questions gleaming in his eyes,
A model in his hand.

Col (Ret) Almind
Cadet Riley Luehman has sought to be a pilot
in the Air Force for a while now. His goal is to fly
F-35s when he commissions in 2022.
Cadet Luehman has maintained a GPA above
3.6 while studying Kinesiology. His military excellence has been recognized by both his peers
and those above him.
He was nominated by his peers and won the
Professional Officer Course cadet of the semester for Fall 2019. He performed in a stellar
fashion among peers at field training, earning the
number one of twenty for his flight and number
eleven of 483 among all cadets. Cadet Luehman
brought his flight the honor flight award while
also earning distinguished graduate.

As the Arnold Air Society Regional Chief of
Protocol, Cadet Luehman coordinated regional
outreach to the Air Force, ensuring 100% compliance to the society’s standards and promoting
nationwide collaboration. Riley is currently AAS
president.
Further, Cadet Luehman has displayed amazing service with his selfless leadership for the
detachment’s first Veteran’s Day Vigil, Ruck-22
marching event, retreat and reveille, warrior reviews and as a flight commander. His dedication
as a cadet recruiter and flight commander has
helped onboard and develop the largest inbound
cadet cohort in the last ten years. Finally, Cadet
Luehman takes great pride in his physical fitness
and consistently posts scores between 98 and
100% on the Physical Fitness Assessment.

MOVING?
Don’t forget to update your address
with us. We get several Flyers returned
due to members moving and the
forwarding order expired. Help us keep
you on the subscription list!
Send an email to communications@
daedalians.org or call 210-945-2111.
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He may have been your boy or mine,
I could not clearly see,
But there was no mistaking how
His eyes were questing me
For answers which all sons must have
Who builds their toys in play
But pow’r them in valiant dreams
And fly them far away;
So down I sat with him beside
There in the dim lit shed
And with the ghost of better men
To check on me, I said:
“I cannot tell you, sonny boy,
The future of this art,
But one thing I can show you, lad,
An old time pilot’s heart;
And you may judge what flight may give
Or hold in store for you
By knowing how true pilots feel
About the work they do;
And only he who dedicates
His life to some ideal
Becomes as one with he dreams
His future will reveal
Not one of whose wings are dust
Would call his bargain in,
Not one of us would welsh his part
To save his bloomin’ skin,
Not one would wish to walk again
Unless allowed to throw
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His heart into the thing he loved
And go as he would go:
Not one would change for gold or pow’r
Nor fun nor love nor fame
The part he played and price he paid
In making the good game.
And of the living ... none, not one
Regrets the scars he bears,
The sheer uncertainty of plans,
The poverty he shares,
Remitted price for one mistake
That checks a bright career,
The shattered hopes, the scant rewards,
The future never clear:
And of the living ... none, not one
Who truly loves the sky
Would trade a hundred earth bound hours
For one that he could fly.
If that sleek model in your hand
Which you have brought to me
Most represents the thing you love,
The thing you want to be,
Then you will fill your curly head
With knowledge, fact and lore,
For there is no short cut which leads
To aviation’s door;
And only those whose zeal is proved
By patient toil and will
Shall ever have a part to play
Or have a place to fill.”
And suddenly the lad was gone
On wings I could not hear,
But from afar off came his voice
In studied tones and clear,
A prophet’s message simply told
For this is what he said
And why his hand will someday lead
Formations overhead,
“Who wants to fly has got to know:
Now two times two is four:
I’ve got to learn the first things first!
.. I closed the hangar door.”

— Gill Robb Wilson.
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Major General Clements McMullen Award
On October 6, General Kehoe presented the Major General Clements McMullen Award to the 56th Maintenance Group and its associate Air Force Reserve group, the 944th Maintenance Group at Luke AFB, AZ. This
is the second consecutive year they have won this prestigious award as the Air Force’s top maintenance group,
which has been sponsored by the Daedalians since 1960. The combined group of nearly 3,000 maintainers
generated nearly 22,000 sorties in supporting the production of nearly 300 fighter pilots for the Air Force and
its international partners. The award in named after General McMullen who was a logistics legend in air material, supply and maintenance and a founder member of the Order of Daedalians.

		 						AWARDS

General Muir Fairchild
Educational Achievement Award

General Kehoe describes the General Fairchild Award history and the Order of Daedalians on
a screen shot during the virtual presentation.presents the General Fairchild Award to Timothy
Albrecht, Director of the Center for Space Research and Assurance.

In the photo above, General Kehoe is joined
by (from left to right) Brigadier General Gregory
Kreuder, 56 Fighter Wing Commander, Colonel
James Greenwald, 944th FW Commander, CMSgt
Daniel Weimar, 56th FW Command Chief, CMSgt
Catherine Buchanan, 944th FW Command Chief,
Colonel Michael Allison, 56th Maintenance Group
Commander and Colonel Scott Briese 9444th
Maintenance Group Commander.
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Dr. (Maj Gen USAF, Ret) Todd Stewart,
Chancellor of the Air Force Institute
of Technology, presents the General
Fairchild Award to Timothy Albrecht,
Director of the Center for Space
Research and Assurance.
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2019 USN Exceptional Aviator Award
On September 9, General Kehoe, accompanied by Captain (USN-Ret) Mike Denkler, Shangri-la Flight Captain and former Naval Aviation Top Gun Instructor, presented the 2019 USN Exceptional Aviator Award to LT
(USN) Gregory Adkins at Naval Air Station Fallon, NV. LT Adkins is presently attending the Carrier Airborne Early
Warning School. He received the award for his exceptional leadership and airmanship in dealing with an potentially catastrophic aircraft emergency in the E-2C while deployed in the Arabian Gulf.

(Left to Right) Mike Denkler, RADM Richard Brophy, Commander, Naval Aviation Warfare Development Center, Captain
(USN) Chris “Mullet” Hulitt, Deputy Commodore, Airborne Command & Control and Logistics Wing, LT Gregor “Meg” Adkins
and Kehoe.

Colonel Franklin C. Wolfe Weapon Systems Award
On October 21, 2020, General Kehoe presented the Colonel Franklin C. Wolfe Weapon Systems Award to
C Company, 1-227th Attack Reconnaissance Battalion “Vampires” in a ceremony at Fort Hood, TX. The award
rotates among the services and has been presented annually since 1970. It is presented to the individual or
organization that has contributed the most outstanding weapons system development operating in the aerospace environment. The “Vampires” conducted the Operational Test & Evaluation of a new fire and forget Joint
Air Ground Missile that will shape the tactics, techniques and procedures used when system is implemented
throughout the military services. In the photo, the battalion commander, Lt Col Jason James, presents the original Daedalian trophy to the 1-227th company commander, Captain David Geer, surrounded by the troopers of
the 1-227th. The 1st Cavalry Division commander, Major General Jeff Broadwater and the 1st Air Cavalry Brigade commander, Colonel Reggie Harper also attended the ceremony.

(Left to Right) Vivian Adkins, Sam Adkins, LT. Adkins, Aafje
Adkins & Noah Adkins and Shannon Coats.

2019 USAF Exceptional Aviator Award

On October 13, General Kehoe presented the 2019 USAF Exceptional Aviator Award to Major John Golden
at the Air Force Weapons School, Nellis AFB, NV. At the time of the combat action for which Major Golden received the award, he was a captain assigned at Moody AFB, GA and deployed at a remote location in Somalia.
He is now an instructor in the 34th Weapons Squadron at the Weapons School. Major (then captain) Golden
was cited for his extraordinary leadership as the operations officer and HH-60G weapons instructor of the
303rd Expeditionary Rescue Squadron at Baledogle, Somalia. While deployed, he overhauled base emergency
plans, streamlined command and control procedures, revamped the base fires plan and drove in theater combat training, all this while leading multiple high-risk combat missions. On one quick reaction mass casualty mission, his quick thinking and initiative was instrumental in saving the lives of five US special forces and partner
forces who had inadvertently triggered an improvised explosive device.

Lt. Col. Nathan “Wheels” Dennen, 34th Weapons School
Commander, hands the trophy to Major Golden with General
Kehoe standing to the right.

Colonel Jack “Winder” Arthaud, USAF Weapons School
Commandant, Lt. Col. Dennen, Major Golden’s spouse, Erica,
Major Golden and General Kehoe.
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Earning Her Wings of Gold - One Naval Aviator’s Odyssey
Written by: Lt. Col. Michael A. Buck, USAF (ret)
Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Caroline K. Buck, United
States Navy, is one of the newest members of the
Order of Daedalians and our youngest Life Member.
Caroline was born into a military aviation family in
Valdosta, Georgia, where her father was serving as
a newly graduated F-16C “Viper” pilot at Moody Air
Force Base. Dad then became an F-16C Instructor pilot, moving the family to Luke AFB in Phoenix, Arizona. Subsequent Air Force moves placed her in Denver, Colorado, and then Great Falls, Montana, where
she graduated from Charles M. Russell High School.
Caroline then attended college at Wilmington University in Delaware. A Dean’s List student, she earned
her Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology in January of 2014.
Years of exposure to military aviation no doubt
played some part in her decision to earn her Private

also took flight training with her dad, including her
night cross-country out-and-back to Austin Executive
Airport.
With her Instructor after her Initial Solo on a very hot
Texas Day
In 2017 Caroline was accepted into U.S. Naval Officer
Candidate School (OCS) in Newport, Rhode Island.
OCS is a very competitive program; in addition to
constant physical training and rifle drill, instruction
inside and outside the classroom includes Naval history, Engineering and weapons, Damage control,
Naval orientation and warfare, Leadership, Seamanship, Navigation, and Military law. Officer Candidates
move through three phases during the 13-week
course: Indoctrination Candidate (Indoc), Officer
Candidate (OC), and finally Candidate Officer (Candio).
Caroline was commissioned as an Ensign in the U.S.
Navy on 15 September 2017, and her oath of office
was administered by her very proud father with her
equally proud mother, her Army Intelligence Officer
brother, and her Navy veteran grandfather all in attendance.

Caroline in Private Pilot Training
Pilot license. Flying out of Kestrel Field in Spring
Branch, Texas, her principal flight instructor was Mr.
Brian Lloyd, a highly experienced Civilian Flight Instructor. (Of special note: Mr. Lloyd later completed
a daring solo flight around the world, following the
path of American Aviatrix Amelia Earhart’s ill-fated
globe-girdling attempt of 1937.)
Her Private Pilot training included touch-and-go landings at New Braunfels Regional Airport, simulated
engine failure patterns and landings, plus stall and
spin recovery training. Caroline’s initial solo flight
was from New Braunfels in a Piper Cherokee on 5
July 2015. In addition to flights with Lloyd, Caroline
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Ensign Buck takes her Oath of Office
Soon afterwards she reported for Aviation Preflight
Indoctrination (API) as a Student Naval Aviator (SNA)
at Naval Air Station (NAS) Pensacola, Florida, “The
Cradle of Naval Aviation.” SNAs receive four weeks
of classroom instruction in aerodynamics, aircraft

engines and systems, meteorology, air navigation,
and flight rules and regulations. She then spent two
weeks learning land survival, first aid, aviation physiology, and water survival and egress training.
After the end of academic instruction, API students
hold a social event known as “Flight Suit Friday” at
NAS Pensacola’s Mustin Beach Officers Club. From
that point onward, the SNAs are authorized to wear
flight suits as their daily uniform rather than their
Navy service khaki uniforms.
After API, SNAs proceed to Primary Training, conducted at one of three different bases. Ensign Buck
reported for her Primary Training with Training Air
Wing Five at NAS Whiting Field in Milton, Florida in
December of 2017.
Primary Training lasts about twenty-two weeks and
includes ground-based academics, simulators, and
flight training in the Beechcraft T-6B Texan II. Primary
Training is divided into the following stages:
- Ground school (aircraft systems, local area flight
procedures, and emergency procedures.)
- Contact flying (takeoffs and landings, basic maneuvers, spins, Emergency Landing Patterns (ELP), and
practice emergency procedures.)
- Basic instrument flying.
- Precision aerobatics (aileron rolls, loops, Cuban
Eights, Barrel Rolls, Wingovers, the Split S, the Immelmann, and the Cloverleaf.)
- Formation flying.
- Radio instrument navigation.
- Night flying.
- Visual navigation.
Ensign Buck made her initial solo flight in the T-6B
Texan II on 14 November 2018.
After primary training is complete SNAs receive
“pipeline” selections to follow one of six career
paths: E-2/C-2 aircraft, Rotary wing (helicopters),
Strike (fighters), Tilt-Rotor (Marines only), the E-6
TACAMO survivable airborne communication system,
and Multi-Engine (including maritime patrol aircraft,
such as the P-8 Poseidon). Available training slots for
each path are determined by the current and projected needs of the Navy, and SNAs can select from
among these available slots, choosing in order of
their class ranking. Ensign Buck was happy to select
the P-8 Poseidon for her career path; the P-8 is a new
Navy aircraft derived from Boeing’s famed 737 airframe.
SNAs then embark upon Advanced Flight Training.
SNAs selected for the Multi-Engine path are assigned
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to NAS Corpus Christi, Texas, for flight training in the
twin engine T-44C Pegasus. Particular emphasis is
placed on single-engine flight in varying conditions.
Caroline and the T-44C Pegasus
At the completion of Advanced Flight Training, the
SNAs earn their coveted Wings of Gold, becoming
Naval Aviators. Ensign Buck earned her Navy wings
on 9 August 2019.

Caroline’s Wings behind glass, awaiting her
graduation
Having no Navy wings of his own to give her, her Air
Force Dad deferred to her first instructor, also in attendance. Mr. Lloyd pinned a pair of very special
vintage Navy wings on her tunic; those wings had
belonged to his father, Congressman James F. Lloyd,
who had served as a naval aviator from 1942 to 1963.
Ensign Buck then moved on to NAS Jacksonville,
Florida to train to fly the P-8 Poseidon as a student
aviator in Patrol Squadron Thirty (VP-30.) The P-8 operates in the anti-submarine warfare (ASW), anti-surface warfare (ASUW) roles. It is armed with Mark-54
torpedoes, AGM-84 Harpoon anti-ship missiles, and
other weapons. It can drop and monitor sonobuoys,
and can operate in conjunction with other assets,
including the MQ-4C Triton maritime surveillance unmanned aerial vehicle. The P-8 cruises at 440 knots
and has a 1,200 nautical mile combat range, which
allows for four hours on station.
Caroline made her first P-8 flight 10 January 2020,
and completed her initial Poseidon training in May of
2020.
Lieutenant Buck is currently stationed at Ault Field,
NAS Whidbey Island, Washington, as a proud member of Patrol Squadron Forty (VP-40). Known as “The
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Fighting Marlins,” VP-40 completed its conversion
from the venerable P-3 Orion aircraft to the P-8 on 14
May 2020. Caroline is continuing her training in the
P-8, to include occasional landing practice (“bounces”) at the Great Falls International Airport, known
for its sometimes strong and gusty crosswinds. In
a neat way of “closing the loop,” Caroline flies approaches over her old High School, and her touch
and go landings pass by the window of the office that
her father once occupied as a Fighter Squadron Commander.

The Pilot
Someday we will know, where the pilots go
When their work on earth is through.
Where the air is clean, and the engines gleam,
And the skies are always blue.
They have flown alone, with the engine’s moan,
As they sweat the great beyond,
And they take delight, at the awesome sight
of the world spread far and yon.
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Defense Contract Management Agency Briefing
Written By: Lt. Gen. Nicholas B. Kehoe III, USAF (Ret)

Yet not alone, for above the moan,
when the earth is out of sight,
As they make their stand, He takes their hand,
and guides them through the night.
How near to God are these men of sod,
Who step near death’s last door?
Oh, these men are real, not made of steel,
But He knows who goes before,
And how they live, and love and are beloved,
But their love is most for air.
And with death about, they will still fly out,
And leave their troubles there.
He knows these things, of men with wings,
And He knows they are surely true.
And He will give a hand, to such a man
‘Cause He’s a pilot too.
Lieutenant Buck takes a “Selfie” in the P-8
Lieutenant Buck is looking forward to her first overseas deployment as a Fighting Marlin!
Paid Advertisement

Paid Advertisement
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— Leo Hymas.

On Wednesday, September 23, the National
Commander was invited by the commander
of the Defense Contract Management Agency
Boeing-Seattle commander, Colonel Abbott,
to address his commander’s call about the
Daedalians for more than 130 personnel. You
might wonder what is the connection between
the Daedalians and the Boeing-Seattle office.
The office is the first plant representative office
of the U.S. military and is celebrating its 100th
year of service and rich heritage. In researching their beginnings, they discovered that three
of their early commanders were Dadalians. In
fact, all three were Daedalian founder members,
having been commissioned military pilots before the 1918 Armistice. The three were Oliver
Gothlin, John Corkville and Frank Tyndall. Oliver
Gothlin was a chief test pilot in the Boeing P-26
Peashooter and one of the Daedalians’ charter
founder members at Maxwell AFB when the Order was formed. John Corkville was a chief test
pilot for the B-17 Flying Fortress and was returning from service in North Africa during WWII to
receive his first star when he died of a heart attack. Frank Tyndall was a squadron commander

as a lieutenant in WWI with four enemy kills and
the first active duty commander of the BoeingSeattle office. He died in an aircraft accident on
a flight from Washington D.C. to Texas and is the
namesake of Tyndall AFB.
General Kehoe briefed the group on the
Daedalians’ heritage, its origin, various milestones over the years and what we do to give
back and inspire young Americans to pursue
careers in military aviation. After the briefing, a
KC-46 acceptance pilots who attended the call,
Major Anthony Mariapain, called in to say he was
a lifetime Daedalian who had been assigned at
McConnell AFB in the KC-10. General Kehoe
asked for his contact information and gave him
a call….they had a great conversation! Before
the call, General Kehoe also had a conversation
with Colonel Abott who is a flight test engineer
but does not wear wings. They talked about why
flight test engineers are not presently considered formally rated positions by the Air Force
but noted the policy is under review. This commander’s call was a splendid opportunity for the
Daedalians to tell others what we are all about
and to tout our rich heritage dating back to WWI.
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STINSONS 2ND FLIGHT
San Antonio, Texas

Submitted by Maj. Gen. Jerry Allen, USAF (Ret)

September 2020 Report

Stinsons Flight met via Zoom in late September.
Flight Captain Bill Ercoline led an informative
session for 34 members.
Scholarship chair Olga Custodio discussed the
flight’s five awards for 2020. Recipients were
given a total of $9,000 by Stinsons Flight and
the Daedalian Foundation contributed $9,500.
As reported in the Fall Daedalus Flyer, three
cadets won $2,500 scholarships sponsored by
the flight and matched by $1,000 each from the
Foundation. Additionally, Cadet Marisa Ibarra of
St. Mary’s University earned an Egan Mentoring
Scholarship totaling $5,000 and Cadet Connor
Marawiec of Texas A&M won the $3,000 Ken
Keller Memorial Scholarship.
Daedalian Flying Training leader Gary Walston
outlined a plan to expand training in 2021. The
flight is creating the Colonel William Stewart
Memorial Flying Training Scholarship to provide

NATIONAL CAPITAL
4TH FLIGHT
Ft. Meyer, Virginia
Lieutenant General David Deptula,
USAF (Ret)
National Capital Flight held virtual meetings this
quarter using Microsoft Teams Meeting. Our
guest on 8 Jul 2020 was Lieutenant General David Deptula, USAF, (Ret) and the Dean, Mitchell
Institute for Aerospace Studies. He discussed
the development of the air campaign for Operation DESERT STORM, ahead of the 30th anniversary.
He was the principal offensive air campaign
planner for the Director of Campaign Plans,
Operation DESERT SHIELD and the Director,
Iraq Target Planning Group, Operation DESERT
STORM, Joint Force Air Component Command,
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private pilot license training for two students annually. Gary also reported on the successes of
several DFT graduates that demonstrate the
value of this program to inspire future military
aviators.
Our guest speaker was flight member and former
Daedalian Foundation Trustee John Larrison,
who discussed his Southeast Asia combat tour
in the A-1 Skyraider, flying 225 strike, close air
support, and rescue missions. John was among
the first Daedalians to serve in SEA, arriving in
Vietnam in December of 1964. John described
the evolution of the Sandy search and rescue mission, and told of participating in his first successful SAR,
near the DMZ. Following the recovery of the downed Naval aviator, John escorted the SAR helicopter to Nakhon
Phanom. The rescued pilot then climbed into John’s A-1
and they flew to Udorn to meet with Secretary of Defense
McNamara. We salute John and all of his fellow Skyraider
pilots who participated in hundreds of heroic rescue missions.

The flight enjoyed meeting together after a long
virus-induced layoff, and we will continue to use
Zoom until we can gather in person.

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
In the First Gulf War, Effects Based Planning
employed the advanced technologies of stealth
aircraft and precision munitions in a simultaneous attack or parallel warfare against Iraqi leadership, essential industries, transportation, communications, and military forces.
Lt. Gen. Deptula discussed the development of
the Master Attack Plan. Planners must know the
available weapon systems, the desired effects
against the enemy, the campaign objectives, and
the critical enemy systems to develop the Master
Target List.
Effects Based Planning also changed Battle
Damage Assessment. The example he provided
was the electrical grid. Why destroy all components of the electrical grid when precision munitions allow the ability to target electrical grid
components that will turn out the enemy’s lights?
All in all, it was a fascinating look back at the
seminal conflict that birthed the precision munitions and smart bomb era.

		 				

Lieutenant General James Slife, USAF
On 12 August, Lieutenant General James Slife,
Commander, Air Force Special Operations Command (COMAFSOC), joined our Microsoft Teams
Meeting. He served as an UH-1H and MH-53J
instructor pilot, qualified in the MQ-1, and had
command billets for the 21st Special Operations
Squadron, RAF Mildenhall, UK; 27th Special Operations Group, Cannon AFB, NM; and 1st Special Operations Wing, Hurlburt Field, FL.
Lt Gen Slife provided a historical overview of
special operations. The creation of special operations forces emerged from the failed hostage
rescue attempt, Operation EAGLE CLAW, in
April 1980 in Iran. Initially, special operations
forces were structured to respond to crises such
as Grenada, Panama, and DESERT STORM
Pave Low helicopter missions where forces
would mobilize, deploy, execute, and redeploy.
Special Operations Command has engaged in
sustained combat operations for the past two decades since September 11th, 2001.

General James McConville, USAF
In September, GEN James McConville, 40th
Chief of Staff of the Army, was our virtual meeting guest. He is the first Chief of Staff of the
Army with a pure aviation background as the
pilot of the OH-58 Kiowa Warrior, AH-64D Longbow Apache, AH-6, and AH-1 Cobra. CW5
Steven Kilgore also joined the meeting. He flew
combat sorties with then-COL McConville in Iraq
in 2004 when COL McConville was Commander
of 4th Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division, Operation
IRAQI FREEDOM.
The Chief discussed how the nation’s military
forces must prepare to be challenged in the land,
sea, air, cyber, and space domains. The US
Army’s “Big Five” consisting of the M1 Abrams,
Bradley Fighting Vehicle, AH-64 Apache, UH60 Blackhawk, and M1M Patriot have all been
incrementally improved the past forty years but
a transformational leap in technology is now
required to ready the Army for potential great
power competition with peer adversaries.

FLIGHTLINE

Lt Gen Slife is the Air Force’s most senior Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) operator when
he became qualified at Cannon AFB. He also
talked about SOCOM lending its’ offensive and
defensive warfighting expertise to the newly created Space Command. Our potential adversaries believe space will be militarized and as a
military we need to get in the mindset of space
domain dominance.
His talk generated a robust question and answer
period. Flight members were interested in the
impact of COVID-19. There have been no large
commander calls but an emphasis on small
group interaction, telework, empowerment at the
squadron level, and a need to balance readiness
with force protection. As the COMAFSOC, he
has elected to err towards readiness in the COVID crisis and accept some health risk to ensure
deploying airmen’s combat readiness. It was an
honor to have the AFSOC Commander provide
his philosophy and perspective on a wide range
of topics impacting the command.

GEN McConville highlighted the Army’s six areas
of modernization and stated the US Army must
continue to shoot, move, communicate, protect,
and sustain better than any other army. The
Army is also transforming the talent management process as shown by the implementation
of the 5-day Battalion Commander Assessment
Program at Fort Knox. Available jobs are also put
on the internet and soldiers can apply and compete for desired jobs.
We were privileged to have our two scholarship
awardees, Steven Herrick and Margaret McConville (no relation to GEN McConville), from Virginia Tech, join our meeting. GEN McConville’s
advice to the future lieutenants was to be fit,
possess integrity and character, and to exhibit a
willingness to learn.
The virtual meetings this quarter were a great
way to stay in contact with our flight members
and connect with anyone in the world. We were
fortunate to be joined by Daedalians from other
flights, too.
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addition, we recognized our DFTS student Alex
Cogbill who earned his Private Pilot License
within a year of soloing. For his accomplishment,
he received $250 from the flight and $250 from
National. Congratulations to each of these young
men.

GATEWAY 26TH FLIGHT
Belleville, Illinois

Submitted by Colonel John “Woody” Almind,
USAF (Ret)

aircraft. He flew 148 combat missions and over
400 combat hours in the RF-4C in Southeast
Asia, and over 110 operational reconnaissance
missions and over 900 hours in the SR-71 during
the Cold War.

At our Wednesday, 23 September Virtual
Meeting, the 26th “Gateway” Flight was honored
to welcome SR-71 Pilot, Colonel Retired Joe
Kinego, as our Guest
Speaker.
Col. Kinego served 27 years in the United
States Air Force in a variety of operational and
leadership positions. He was a Command Pilot
with over 4500 flying hours in the T-38, B-57,
RF-4C, SR-71, B-1B, KC-135 and EC-135

HARLEY H. POPE
48TH FLIGHT

Fayetteville, North Carolina

Submitted by Capt. Peter Vetters, USAF (Ret)
In August, the Harley H. Pope Flight met via
Zoom for the third time in a row. The Flight invited other Daedalians to join, with an excellent
turnout. Those who did, got a superb presentation, arranged by Lt. Col. Kent Gibson, USAF
(Ret), a member of the Pope Flight. On a trip to
Florida, he, and his son and daughter, met Colonel Joe Kinego, USAF (Ret)—a volunteer docent
at the Naval Aviation Museum at NAS Pensacola. Col. Kinego served 27 years in the Air Force.
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Col. Kinego commanded the 1st Strategic
Reconnaissance Squadron at Beale AFB, CA,
the Air Force’s only SR-71 squadron, the 319th
Bomb Wing at Grand Forks AFB, ND, flying B-1B
and KC-135R aircraft, and the Global Operations
Center at Beale AFB, CA, responsible for tasking
and oversight of worldwide operational airborne
reconnaissance missions.
Joe was a big hit, and the members of the
26th Gateway Flight really enjoyed his highly
informative presentation. Thanks again to Joe on
a job well done!

He was a Command Pilot with over 4700 hours
and more than 900 hours in the SR-71 and was
selected to the Florida Aviation Hall of Fame. He
was supposed to talk to the Flight last March but
COVID put a stop to that, we were honored he
could join us online.
Before we heard from our guest speaker, we
recognized several of our spring AFROTC Scholarship cadets. We had planned to present each
with their flight check this spring, but we ended
up not meeting in-person. Cadet Jacob Harris,
AFROTC Det 595, NC State University and Cadet Luke Vilaseca, AFROTC Det 605, NC A&T
State University each received a $1,500 scholarship from the flight and National matched it. In

From his home in Gulf Breeze, FL, Col. Kinego,
spoke about his time in the SR-71 Blackbird.
He said that at 85,000 ft., flying at Mach 3.2, he
could make out the curvature of the earth and
see out about 500 miles from the aircraft. From
that altitude at night, instead of a sky full of individual stars, he said the night sky looked like one
giant Milky Way. He explained that the SR-71
flew faster than the muzzle velocity of a 30-06
bullet, and in a race between New York, and Los
Angeles, assuming the bullet could maintain its
muzzle velocity the entire way, the SR-71 would
arrive about 5 minutes before the bullet. The aircraft also flies faster than the earth rotates and
flying in a westerly direction at night, it wasn’t uncommon to get a sunrise.
Col. Kinego revealed that there was a total of 50
Blackbirds built and 32 of them were SR-71’s.
Additionally there were 13 A-12s built for the CIA
and five variants including the YF-12 and the
MD-21. The A-12, with CIA pilots, began operations out of Okinawa in 1967 and were replaced
by the Air Force’s SR-71 in 1968. The A-12 had
a single pilot and single camera. The SR-71, on
the other hand, had a Reconnaissance Systems
Officer (RSO) and a multitude of reconnaissance
sensors including radar, camera, and electronic
sensors. He mentioned that Kelly Johnson, the
head of the Lockheed Skunk Works, initially
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developed the A-12 that eventually led to the
SR-71. Of the 50 aircraft built, 19 were lost due
to natural aircraft issues—not shot down. From
cradle to grave, the SR-71 never killed an USAF
crewmember.
The Skunk Works used a modified off-the-shelf
Navy engine built by Pratt & Whitney to power
the SR-71. He explained that it was a bleed bypass engine and produced 34,000 lbs. of thrust
at sea level. He stated that the continuous afterburner J58 engine combined with the air inlet
system that consisted of forward and aft doors
and a movable spike allowed the SR-71 to operate in the high altitude, high speed environment
for extended durations.
Another issue pointed out was heat factor on the
aircraft. At cruise altitude and speed the airplane
surface temperatures would be anywhere from
450ºF to over 1000ºF and the airplane would
“expand” 6-8 inches. The outer surfaces of the
aircraft were made of a titanium alloy which
could withstand the extreme heat generated
by the aircraft. He mentioned that there wasn’t
enough titanium produced in the US and the CIA
set up a covert company in Eastern Europe that
bought the metal from the Soviet Union and sent
it back to the US and eventually to the Skunk
Works to build the SR-71. Additionally, the high
heat environment required a special fuel, JP-7,
which was specially developed for the Blackbird.
With a flashpoint of approximately 3000ºF, it was
also used to keep the instruments cool.
The SR-71 had the option to carry a variety of
sensors depending on mission requirements and
intelligence needs. He stated that for broad area
coverage there was an optical bar camera in the
nose that could see either side of centerline and
photograph about 100,000 square miles in an
hour. Technical Objective cameras, mounted on
either side in the bottom side of the chines, could
see out to 25 mi. These cameras had a 6-inch
resolution, and people could be counted on the
ground, if they were at least 6 in apart. The nose
could also carry a radar with good resolution capable of producing good imagery during night or
bad weather operations. He said that their ELINT
sensors could pick up missile sites before the
enemy knew it. The Soviets would bring up the
system for a few seconds and take it down, but
the SR-71 already had the needed data.
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Describing a typical mission, Kinego said
that after takeoff they climbed to 25,000 feet,
leveled off and typically cruised at .9 mach to
rendezvous with a tanker. The SR-71 didn’t have
a weather radar, so the crew relied on the tanker
navigator to let them know where any bad weather was while refueling. After refueling, they’d
come off the tanker and climb to above 75,000ft
to 80,000ft using about a third of their gas in the
climb. To help remain on the programmed track
during an operational mission, the SR-71 had an
astroinertial navigation system (ANS) that locked
onto 3 stars, day and night, keeping them within
300 feet either side of track. He explained that
they generally landed with less than 10,000 lbs.
of fuel, coming up initial at 300kts, slowing to
230kts on downwind, and entering the final turn
at 175kts. They landed at 155kts and rolled out
in about 4500 ft.
Though they could train with mixed crews,
Kinego emphasized that, due to the operational
environment they flew in, they flew operational
missions only with hard crews that had trained
together. These missions were flown from Beale
AFB, CA, Kadena AB, JA, and RAF Mildenhall,

GRANITE STATE
53RD FLIGHT
Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Submitted by Peter D. Lennon, Federal Gov’t
(Ret)
In “normal” times – and these times are anything
but “normal” -- New Hampshire’s Granite State
Flight #53 would be doing all the usual tasks that
occupy a Daedalian Flight: supporting many flying programs as part of Daedalians Flight Training and with the Civil Air Patrol (CAP).
It also would be providing scholarships to ROTC
cadets at the University of New Hampshire and
awarding Junior ROTC Achievement Awards to
Air Force, Army, Navy and Marine Corps cadets
at 19 high schools in NH, Maine, and New York.
Members would be gathering once a month to
tell new and old war stories and to hear an aviation-themed presentation from a guest speaker.
Those speakers have included the 157th Air Refueling Wing CC from nearby Pease ANG Base
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UK. He revealed that they flew over the Hanoi
Hilton creating a sonic boom 2 to 3 times a year
until the POWs were released. Over Korea, they
looked for troop movements 5 to 6 times a month
and checked for Soviet naval and SAM sites.
In the Barents Sea, near Murmansk, their main
target was the disposition of the Soviet Boomer
Submarine fleet. Cuban missions were flown
from Beale AFB to provide needed intelligence
data, but also when Fidel Castro was reviewing the troops in Havana to let him know by the
SR-71’s distinctive double sonic boom that we
were also reviewing his troops. He also cited
the 11 ½-hour Giant Reach missions flown from
Griffiss AFB, NY, and Seymour Johnson AFB,
NC, during the 1973/74 Arab-Israeli War. These
missions departed the east coast of the United
States, flew across the Atlantic Ocean, through
the Strait of Gibraltar, down the Mediterranean
Sea, over the Golan Heights, and then reversed
course back to the United States.
Col. Kinego explained that the 1st Strategic
Reconnaissance Squadron generally had 11 to
13 operational SR-71 crews, and one crew in
training.

to talk about the bed-down of the Air Force’s
newest tanker, the KC-46, and the New England
Coordinator for the Honor Flights taking World
War II veterans to see the Washington, DC Memorial to that conflict.
Now that the pandemic has changed almost every aspect of American life, the Flight heard in an
October Zoom meeting from Daedalians National
Commander and Chairman Lt General Nick Kehoe, USAF (Ret), who presented an organizational update.
Flight #53 members also have adapted to the
pandemic in many other ways, as the following
sampling clearly demonstrates.
Former Flight Captain Dino Atsalis, Capt,
USAF, Bombers, reports that, since his last
flight for his airline in mid-March, he has been
making “Home Improvement” and “This Old
House” look like the Minor Leagues of domiciliary enhancement.
While complying with the pandemic restrictions,
he nevertheless has managed to spend a lot of
quality time with his extended family and clos-

		 				

friends. He even was lucky enough to go hiking
and kayaking on and off Cape Cod. Unfortunately, his youngest son’s August 2020 wedding
has slipped to August 2021.
Dino predicts that the significantly changed cabin
experience for the traveling public will be mirrored by a similarly altered regimen on the flight
deck. “While wearing a mask in the cockpit, I
expect our eyes will telegraph what our reaction
is to an issue,” he said.
Barry Bradford, Lt. Col., USAF (Ret), Tankers/Transports, has been spending three days
a week as part of a crew building one Habitat
for Humanity house annually. They are finishing
their 23rd Habitat house, so everyone can do the
math for how many years they have contributed
to their community in this manner. They also do
projects for people with special needs, such as
building wheelchair ramps. The other one or two
days a week, Barry can be found taking part in a
“Wood Ministry” at his local church. He and one
or two fellow parishioners cut, split, and season
28-36 cords of wood annually to help 8 to 12
families stay warm in the winter. At about 4,000
pounds a cord, that is a prodigious 112,000 to
144,000 pounds of wood per year!
Flight Surgeon Drew Breuder, Col., USAF
(Ret) MC, now is teaching virtually human factors and aerospace physiology to 12 students in
the Southern New Hampshire University’s College of Engineering, Technology & Aeronautics
Aviation. He misses the personal interaction with
students and wonders how many of them are multitasking during lectures. Acting as a Co-chair of the
Joint Military Task Force of the NH Governor’s
Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Drew
and his fellow Task Force Members are ramping up during the later months of the pandemic
to improve access to affordable, relevant alcohol
and other drug services for service members,
veterans, and their families. The task force also
supports the work of the Governor’s Commission
on Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI).
Drew also reports that his son, a Navy recruiter
in the state’s largest city, Manchester, is working
hard “as if there were no pandemic” to meet the
sea service’s accession goals.
Ernie Brown, Maj, USAF (Ret), Fighters, had
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a three-word response when asked how he has
been occupied during the pandemic: “I am RETIRED.!” On a more serious note, he has been
taking care of his older sister and her elderly
husband. His beautiful Golden Retriever, “Poppy,” succumbed to cancer in September. “She
had a true and brave Golden heart and was a
great companion to us,” Ernie said.
He said he missed the in-person Flight gatherings and “seeing all of you and having a good
toast to the best of our days.”
Flight Adjutant Greg Curtis, Maj, USAF, Tankers, has not allowed the coronavirus to interrupt
his Instructor Pilot activities, although there are
fewer students coming through the pipeline.
Greg is a Lecturer in the University of Maine
(Augusta)’s Manned Pilot Training Program.
The bachelor’s degree program is the only such
program in Maine and one of only two in New
England. Its graduates are trained and certified
to fly passengers and cargo in non-rotary winged
aircraft. If not for the pandemic, Greg also would
have been an Instructor Pilot for younger students in the CAP’s annual summer Northeast
Region Powered Flight Academy in Old Town,
Maine.
Vice Flight Captain Sue Desjardins, Maj. Gen.,
USAF (Ret), Tankers/Transports, likened the
pandemic to being “deployed to an austere, remote location.” “There’s nowhere to go, you can’t
do anything off-base, and there are lots of rules
to follow,” she said, “but you adjust and press
on.” Besides re-landscaping the trails through
the woods behind her home, kayaking and hiking with her two Black Labs, she finds her time
occupied as a volunteer Board member for two
major local non-profits, the 100-bed community
hospital, and the NH Seacoast Region’s pioneering Continuing Care Retirement Community
(CCRC).
Flight Captain Kevin Grady, Col, USAF (Ret),
Fighters, has spent his time creating imaginative
monthly Flight meeting agenda (complicated by
Zoom), staying current with the Air Force Academy as an Academy Liaison Officer, and taking
a long trek in the woods every day. Airline trips
in CONUS every quarter and overseas at least
twice yearly have been replaced temporarily by
home improvement projects like new shingles
and solar panels. Demonstrating that pilot habits
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last forever, Kevin said “we were taught to use
checklists, so now that we’re housebound, I find
myself making task lists, prioritizing actions, and
then checking them off when completed.” “However, I don’t miss the emergency “bold face” at
all,” he said.
Flight Treasurer Greg Kann, Capt, USAF, Tankers, has spent the pandemic tracking down
classmates and Instructor Pilots from his pilot
training class (71-02) at Webb AFB in west Texas
and
planning their first reunion. The coronavirus
postponed the reunion from October 2020 to
April 2021 in Washington, D.C.
Bill Moran, Col., USAF (Ret), Bombers, along
with Greg Curtis, is one of Flight #53’s most active non-airline pilots still flying. A former NH
Civil Air Patrol (CAP) wing commander, he has
been pilot or photographer on more than 20 Covid-19 aerial photography sorties and has flown
fire patrols for the NH Division of Forests and
Lands and the US Forest Service. He has found
at least two blazes, one in the state’s famous
White Mountain National Forest.With reduced
CAP flight activity, Bill organized his Cadets to
deliver by vehicle more than 22,000 cases of
personal protective equipment (PPE) statewide.
NH CAP has driven more than 24,000 road
miles and the state government has asked that
the mission be extended to the end of 2020. In
September, Bill also deployed to Austin, Texas
as a Federal Emergency Management Agency
reservist to help coordinate air operations for
Hurricane Laura.
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required Potomac River entry route. Sandy and
Andy were to be at the controls of a WASP T-6
Texan advanced trainer, the aircraft type in which
thousands of allied pilots trained in World war II.
Earlier in September, Andy volunteered by flight
instructing at a formation flying clinic in Rhode
Island for warbird pilots.

Former Flight Captain Chris Nevins, Lt. Col.,
USAFR (Ret), Tankers/Transports, is the almost full-time educator and caregiver for his
two grandsons and remains active in American
Legion Post 35 in the Town of Hampton. He coordinates the Charitable Gaming events for both
the Post and a separate Post affiliated group,
“Run for the Fallen NH” that memorializes those
NH serving military members who have lost their
lives since 9/11. Normally there is a memorial
service for the Gold Star families at the Post on
9/11 and an annual event and run at Odiorne
State Park in nearby Rye. This year both events
were “virtual.” Chris says that Zoom technology
has been a “challenge for his grandsons, but
we are surviving,” and that the entire family has
been getting away to their lake house, “which
has made social distancing much more bearable.”
Norm Phillips, Col., USAAC and USAF (Ret),
Fighters, is the Flight’s elder statesman at 99
years young. He is the unit’s most outspoken
member on many topics but is also an artist at
heart. A former university instructor in sculpture,
he has penned two novels and recounts that
now he is writing a lot of poetry to transcend the
earthbound coronavirus.
Doug Scott, Col., USAF (Ret), Fighters, carved
out time during the pandemic to finish a 2+ year
project building by hand a wooden Jericho Bay
Lobster Skiff. A scaled-down version of the classic Maine lobster boat hull, the skiff measures
15-1/2 feet length overall with a 5 foot 2-1/2 inch
beam. Doug’s next task is to build a boat “hangar” for the winter. Doug never particularly liked
oxygen masks while flying, so you can imagine
his reaction to Covid-19 face masks.

Sandy and Andy Travnicek, Lt. Col., USAF
(Ret), Transports, are still flying (although “not
very often”) as major airline pilots, They turned
their pandemic-enforced “vacations” into a crosscountry motorcycle epic that hit 21 states in 4
weeks. Not content with moving on the ground,
they also flew a vintage warbird from Texas to
Virginia for the Arsenal of Democracy 75th World
War II Victory Commemoration Flyover in the
skies above Washington DC in late September.
Although the practice formation flights went
well, the flyover was cancelled after engine start
(and after the slower aircraft had already taken
off), due to less than VFR weather along the

Ken Weyler, Col., USAFR (Ret), USAF, Tankers, is one of several elected officials in
Flight #53. He is in his 32nd year as a member of the NH House of Representatives. Ken
serves on the body’s Finance Committee. In addition to attending socially distanced House sessions at the state university’s hockey rink, Ken
has spent the pandemic running for re-election
on the slogan “Cut Spending.” It is a slogan likely to resonate in a state without an income tax or
sales tax.
Although busy and productive during the pandemic, these members of Flight #53 and their
Flight compatriots are looking forward to raising a glass together and conversing in person
when our State and the Nation emerge from
these extraordinary times. We hope the same for
Daedalians everywhere.

FIGHTER 62ND FLIGHT
Las Vegas, Nevada

Submitted by Lt. Col. Andrew Dembosky, USAF
(Ret)
Thanks to the Las Vegas National Golf Course
we have been able to hold luncheons in both
August and September. For both months, over
25 members and guests attended and enjoyed
our flight’s camaraderie. In August, several members offered stories from their careers. We also
reviewed some of the history of the Berlin Airlift
in honor of Kerney Sigler, a flight member who
passed away in July and had flown 75 sorties
during the airlift, after having already flown 65
combat missions in World War II.
Sadly, we have also had to mourn the loss of
two other long-time members of the flight this
summer. Lt. Col. Denny R. Weddle, USAF (Ret)
passed away in August and Maj Sam O. Bakke,

USAF (Ret), passed away in September. Both
had impressive careers earning many medals
and went on to establish successful businesses
in Las Vegas as well as being very involved in
Daedalians.
Our flight was able to end the summer on a high
note with a fantastic turnout in September. Two
active duty pilots from Creech AFB joined us,
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Capt. Bullseye Fischer and Lt. J. DuHadaway, a
third generation Daedalian. The guest speaker,
Tony Mahoney, provided a fantastic account of
his years flying MiGs with the 4477th TES. He
had been hand-picked to be a part of the highly
secret squadron that gave over 6,000 pilots their
first look at a MiG in flight. After flying the MiG23 that “would try to kill you at every turn,” Tony
spent 26 years flying for Southwest.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CURTIS E. LEMAY
16TH FLIGHT
Omaha, Nebraska
Submitted by Lt. Col. Jim Maloney, USAF
(Ret)
Flight 16 starts Cadet
Conley on a path to
solo.
LeMay Flight #16
proudly announces
that Kailey Conley, a
Bellevue East High
School senior, completed her solo flight.
She started her program before the COVID pandemic started,
finishing the program
on her own expense
and plans to continue
training to complete her private pilot’s certificate.
Kailey plans to attend University of Nebraska in
Lincoln or Omaha next fall and is possibly looking at a career in aviation or biomedicine. Her
hobbies are flying and cooking.
Read more about this impressive young pilot!
Academic
AP courses
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Leadership
• Fall 2020 Bellevue East High School JROTC
Commander, previous Logistics Group Commander, Vice-Commander, Squadron Commander, and Flight Sergeant
• JROTC recruitment team for Bellevue East
High School
• In 2019, selected to represent Bellevue East
High School, Bellevue, Nebraska, and her
country at the 75th Commemoration of D-Day
Celebration and parade in Normandy, France
• Marching Band section leader 2020-2021
Bellevue East High School JROTC Awards
and Decorations
• Cadet of the Quarter
• Cadet of the Week – four-time recipient
• Recruiting award
• Air Force Association award 2020
• Outstanding Cadet award 2020
• Leadership Ribbon 2020
• Distinguished Cadet award 2020
• Lt. Col. Don G. Novak award for academic
excellence 2018-2019
• Military Order of the Purple Heart – NationalLeadership award 2019
• Coined by 55th Wing Chaplain Lt. Col. Kevin
Humphrey for outstanding service to military
families 2019
• Bellevue East High School Student of the
Week two-time recipient
Volunteer Activities
• Assistant Planner for Lydia House BirthdayCelebration
• Nursery assistant

		

				

Regular worship service acolyte
Weekly Childcare provider for Military Family
Ministry
Meal server and clothes sorter at Open Door
Mission
Food collection and sorting for Bellevue Food
Pantry
Monthly service at Mission Middle School
Heartland Mobile Food Pantry
Youth Leader/Organizer of annual community
block party
2020 Assistant Student Director Bellevue Invitational

FLYING TIGER 60TH FLIGHT
SCHOLARSHIP
On September 14, Cadet Brandy T. Do,
AFROTC, received a matching scholarship
from Flying Tiger Flight 60. She is a senior
at Louisiana State University majoring in
interdiciplinary studies. The flight presented
a $1,500 scholarship and the Daedalian
Foundation made a Matching contribution of
$1,500 plus a bonus $1,000.
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Drill Meet
• School Leadership and Activities
• Bellevue East High School Leadership
Academy
• National Honor Society
• Mu Alpha Theta Math Honor Society
• Kitty Hawk JROTC Honor Society President
(past Vice President)
• Junior Leadership Academic Bowl team
• Bellevue East High School Marching Band
• Bellevue East High School Winter Winds
(2018)
• Bellevue East High School Color Guard
(2016-2018)
• First Aid support for “All Together” community
event

‘Tis The Season!
Why not shop onine
at the Daedalian store
and get something for
yourself or your favorite Daedalian?
Visit us at daedalians.org/daedalianstore

(Left) Charlie Elliott, Flying Tiger Flight Captain
and John Bordelon (right) scholarship chairman
presented the matching scholarship to Cadet
Brandy T. Do. Staff and fellow students attended
as well.
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MAJ. GEN. FRANKLIN A.
NICHOLS 24TH FLIGHT
El Paso, Texas
Submitted by: Col. Mariano C.
Campos, Jr, USAF (Ret)

On 7 October 2020, Captain Kyle Kennerly
treated the members of the 24th Flight to “A Discourse on Space.” Capt. Kennerly is an Air Force
engineer assigned to the White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico. He earned a Bachelor’s
Degree in Astronautics from the Air Force Institute of Technology. Capt. Kennerly is scheduled
to attend the USAF Test Pilot School at Edwards
AFB, CA in October 2020.
Capt. Kennerly began his presentation with a
brief history of space initiatives in the United
States. For example, in 1947, General Bernard
Schriever worked closely with Theodore von
Karman whose works would help create the nation’s space program. In 1951, the Air Logistics
Command and the Air Research and Development Command were created. In 1982, the Air
Force Space Command was born. In 2001, the
question of who is the decisionmaker on space
became paramount—everybody had their fingers
in space; the President, Congress, the different military services, and many other offices of
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government. Vice President Cheney established
a commission to fix space and create a space
force. However, with 9/11 and the Iraq/Afghanistan entanglement, space took a back seat. By
2019, the US Space Command looked much
different than the programs of the 60s, yet still
needed coordinated leadership. Now in 2020,
the Space Force is a separate entity, but still under the United States Air Force.
Capt. Kennerly later asked, “Where do we go
in the future?” By 2013, space was becoming
congested with numerous systems. The old players were the US and Russia. Now, more and
more players are becoming involved, to include
Iran and Pakistan. The United Nations has been
involved for several years and has established
committees to oversee space activities, the first
commission being established in 2013.
The continued concerns for space are access
or denial of timely information used by communications, intelligence, and commercial systems
worldwide. In particular, cyberspace’s use of and
possible exploitation of space-based assets continues to be a concern. Although Capt. Kennerly
remarked that his area of expertise is acquisition, many in the audience wondered if we were
listening to a future astronaut and, potentially, a
future member of a manned program to Mars.

		

		 ORDER OF DAEDALIANS

THE ORDER OF DAEDALIANS
was organized on March 26, 1934, by a
representative group of American World War I
pilots to perpetuate the spirit of patriotism, the
love of country, and the high ideals of sacrifice
which place service to nation above personal
safety or position. The Order is
dedicated to:
• Ensuring that America will always be preeminent in air and space
• The encouragement of flight safety
• Fostering an esprit de corps in the military air
forces
• Promoting the adoption of military service as
a career
• Aiding deserving young individuals in specialized higher education through the establishment of scholarships

THE DAEDALIAN FOUNDATION
was incorporated in 1959 as a nonprofit organization to carry on activities in furtherance of the
ideals and purposes of the Order. The Foundation publishes the Daedalus Flyer and sponsors
the Daedalian Scholarship Program. The Foundation is a GuideStar Exchange member. The
Scholarship Program recognizes scholars who
indicate a desire to become military pilots and
pursue a career in the military. Other scholarships are presented to younger individuals interested in aviation but not enrolled in college. Voluntary contributions to the Foundation are used
for these purposes.

NOTICES														

		 				 				FLIGHT INFO

MEMBERS: Flight e-mail addresses are shown here by geographic area. Look for a flight near you and sign up. Flights are where the action is!
FLIGHTS: Please check your e-mail address as listed. Send changes to: Daedalian Foundation, P.O. Box 249, Universal City, TX 78148-0249, or telephone (210)
945-2111 or E-MAIL: membership@daedalians.org.

Annual Meeting Notice
The Order of Daedalians has scheduled the 2021 annual meeting for 25 June 2021.
The meeting will be held Friday, June 25th at 9:30am at the Parr Club Ballroom on
JBSA – Randolph, Texas.
Prior to the meeting, we will have an open coffee hour starting at 8:30am. You can meet
the national officers, staff and other Daedalians. Following the meeting, we will provide a
buffet lunch.

Vote For Daedalian Leadership
Ballots are out for Daedalian officer and director positions. You can send in your
ballot with the enclosed return envelope or you may go online to
https//Daedalians.org/vote. If you are interested in getting involved with our
Order of Daedalians board of directors or board of trustees for the
Daedalian Foundation, let us know. We also have committees made up from
members around the country that meet via zoom.
If you want to get involved, please email us at communications@daedalians.org.
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NORTH EAST
4th (NAT’L CAPITAL)
15th (MINUTEMAN)
42nd (FIRST STATE)
43rd (GARDEN STATE)
53rd (GRANITE STATE)

national.capital.flight4@gmail.com...............................................Ft. Myer, VA
cbhma@me.com.............................................................................Belmont, MA
robert.drye.2@us.af.mil.....................................................................Dover, DE
c/o Dan Todd, 21 Northumberland Dr......................Eastampton, NJ 08060-3297
curtislg@fairpoint.net ..............................................................Portsmouth, NH
SOUTH EAST

1st (FOUNDERS)
6th (SPACE)
8th (KITTY HAWK)
21st (SHANGRI-LA)
34th (S. P. LANGLEY)
39th (EAGLE)
40th (HURRICANE)
48th (HARLEY H. POPE)
58th (GATOR)
61st (BUD DAY)
70th (PALMETTO)
74th (POSSUM TOWN)
77th (E. W. SPRINGS)
89th (PELICAN)
100th(SILVER WINGS)
102nd (BEN T. EPPS)

foundersflight@gmail.com.....................................................Montgomery, AL
garyb47@garrettc.com.............................................................Cocoa Beach, FL
PO Box 10001......................................................................Goldsboro, NC 27532
mdenkler31@gmail.com..............................................................Pensacola, FL
P O Box 65796...................................................................Langley AFB, VA 23665
atjewell@mindspring.com.................................................. Warner Robins, GA
jfoster@flygpt.com.............................................................................Biloxi, MS
harleyhpopeflight48@gmail.com.............................................Fayetteville, NC
timothyaoliver@bellsouth.net; mohairr@bellsouth.net...........Lake Park, GA
redunbar@cox.net..............................................................Ft. Walton Beach, FL
70thflt@gmail.com............................................................................Sumter, SC
danny.montplaisir@gmail.com..................................................Columbus, MS
droach@sc.rr.com......................................................................Myrtle Beach, SC
skip.sanders@us.af.mil............................................................Panama City, FL
silverwingsflight100@gmail.com...............................................Enterprise, AL
flight102atl@gmail.com.............................................................Woodstock, GA

11th (FALCON)
18th (MILE HIGH)
20th (BEN EIELSON)
22nd (CASCADE)
32nd (PIONEER)
41st (INLAND EMPIRE)
54th (FORT WARREN)
93rd (GUNFIGHTER)
99th (BIG SKY)
121st (JOE FOSS
SKYHAWKS)

falconflight11@gmail.com................................................Colorado Spring, CO
wwise364@comcast.net; jeffroy46@comcast.net...........................Aurora, CO
c/o Maj. Jack Schnurr, 1174 Vasi Way............................................North Pole, AK
goodellwf@comcast.net..................................................................Tacoma, WA
pminersprint@msn.com..............................................................Clearfield, UT
fcbum@aol.com; henrybishop@earthlink.net.............................Spokane, WA
daedalian.flt54@gmail.com........................................................Cheyenne, WY
c/o Robert Jones, 2053 S. Wilde Creek Way....................................Boise, ID 83709
7025 Goddard Dr......................................................Malmstrom AFB, MT 59402
c/o Col Eric Hastings, 4432 Annette Park Drive....................Bozeman, MT 59715

5th (GOLDEN GATE)
7th (HAL GEORGE)
12th (OLD PUEBLO)
13th (SAN DIEGO)
17th (ATOMIC)
24th (MG FRANKLIN
A. NICHOLS)
27th (SIERRA)
30th (HAP ARNOLD)
37th (YOSEMITE)
50th (GOLD RUSH)

travisdaedalians@outlook.com.....................................................Fairfield, CA
dvdbock@verizon.net................................................................Hawthorne, CA
OldPueblo12@gmail.com.................................................................Tucson, AZ
rich@wild-blue-yonder.com.........................................................San Diego, CA
fharsany@comcast.net..........................................................Albuquerque, NM
arnichols10@gmail.com....................................................................El Paso, TX

NORTH WEST

SOUTH WEST

kurt.raffetto@reagan.com............................................Sacramento, CA
30flightadjutant@sbcglobal.net...................................................Riverside, CA
larryking381@comcast.net........................................................Merced, CA
not_alone78@hotmail.com........................................................Wheatland, CA

56th (GLEN EDWARDS)
62nd (FIGHTER)
82nd (WILLIE)
88th (J. K. CANNON)

PO Box 424................................................................Edwards AFB, CA 93523
skif16@yahoo.com...................................................................Las Vegas, NV
patretta@wbhsi.cm..................................................................Chandler, AZ
Col Michael Connolly, 3513 Lew Wallace Dr.........................Clovis, NM 88101

9th (FRANK P. LAHM)
14th (MT. RUSHMORE)
16th (CURTIS E. LEMAY)
26th (GATEWAY)
49th (C J JACOBSON)
68th (SPIRIT)
83rd (AIR CAPITAL)

flt9membership@gmail.com......................................................Dayton, OH
homarice@gmail.com.............................................................Rapid City, SD
lemayflight16@gmail.com..........................................................Omaha, NE
john.almind.1@us.af.mil...........................................................Belleville, IL
c/o Lt Col (Ret) Patrick L. Travnicek 100 7th St SE..................Minot, ND 58701
P O Box 7134..........................................................Whiteman AFB, MO 65305
2233 N. Penstemon..............................................................Wichita, KS 67226

2nd (STINSONS)
23rd (DALLAS/FT WORTH)
29th (TEXOMA)
38th (LONGHORN)
44th (ARK. TRAVELER)
46th (WILEY POST)
51st (CHENNAULT)
52nd (GEORGE DAVIS)
59th (GEORGE BEVERLEY)
60th (FLYING TIGER)
63rd (APOLLO)
73rd (KUTER)
75th (JAMES CONNALLY)
78th (CHEROKEE STRIP)
103rd (FORT HOOD)

stinsons.flight@gmail.com..................................................San Antonio, TX
23flight@gmail.com..............................................................Fort Worth, TX
texomaflight@gmail.com...................................................Wichita Falls, TX
rbutler456@aol.com.....................................................................Austin, TX
daedalianartravelers@gmail.com........................................Little Rock, AR
WileyPostFlight46@cox.net..........................................Oklahoma City, OK
chennaultflight@gmail.com.................................................Shreveport, LA
4501 62nd St..........................................................................Lubbock, TX 79414
Lt Col ScottAllison, 520 Barnes St., Bldg. 307............LaughlinAFB, TX 78840
c/o Lt. Col. Charles Tosten, joe@lodrige.com.........................Alexandria, LA
ApolloFlightHouston@gmail.com............................................Houston, TX
PO Box 277.............................................................................Altus, OK 73522
PO Box 154567........................................................................Waco, TX 76715
P O Box 9012...........................................................................Enid, OK 73705
c/o LTC Cory Smith, 224 Lottie Lane......................Harker Heights, TX 76548

19th (BILLY MITCHELL)

Order of Daedalians, PSC 2, Box 15079...........................APO AE 09012

28th (ALOHA)

rsvpdaedalus@gmail.com........................................................Honolulu, HI

Virtual Flight

communications@daedalians.org

NORTH CENTRAL

SOUTH CENTRAL

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST

PACIFIC

HQ Contact Information:
Daedalians—P.O. Box 249, Universal City, TX 78148-0249
Phone Number: (210) 945-2111—FAX: (210) 945-2112
E-MAIL: communications@daedalians.org
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EAGLE WING														
ACE OF ACES
LT. COL. LES LEAVOY			
HONOR CIRCLE					Maj. Gen. Jerry Allen, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Laird Leavoy

TRIPLE ACE

Maj. Cletus A. Dinkel, USAF (Ret)
Col. James Kellogg, USAF (Ret)

DOUBLE ACE

Maj. Gen. Ronald K. “Andy” Andreson, USA (Ret)
Lt. Col. James W. Brown, III, USAF (Ret)
Brig. Gen. Roger E. Carleton, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Charles Cheever, USAF (Ret)

ACE

Maj. Phillip C. Anderson, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Roger N. Anderson Sr., USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Michael A. Buck, USAF (Ret)
Col. Robert H. Campbell, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Gary C. Christensen, USAF (Ret)
Class 62A
Mrs. Maureen DeFelice
Lt. Gen. Brett M. Dula, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. William E. Gifford, USAF (Ret)
Col. Neill R. Gruver, USAF (Ret)
Col. Eric E. Hastings, USMC (Ret)
Mr. Will C. Hendrix Jr.
Mr. James Michael Herrin
Lt. Col. Robert W. Hicks, USAF (Ret)
Col. Watt G. Hill
Col. Douglas A. Joyce, USAF (Ret)
Brig. Gen. Kenneth F. Keller, USAF (Ret)
Col. Anthony G. “Bud” Kendrick, USAF (Ret)
Col. Raymond B. Kleber, USAF (Ret)

SUSTAINING GIFT SUPPORTERS
Maj. Gen. Jerrold P. Allen, USAF (Ret)
MG Ronald K. Andreson, USA (Ret)
Lt. Col. Michael Adam Buck, USAF (Ret)
Capt. Brandon Carter, USAF (Ret)
Mrs. Maureen DeFelice
Brig. Gen. Frank Goodell, USAF (Ret)
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Maj. Cletus A. Dinkel, USAF (Ret)
Mrs. Barbara Rose Hedges

Col. William R. Stewart, Jr., USAF (Ret)
MAJ Charles Zabriskie Jr., USAR (Ret)
Col. Russel A. Everts, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Gen. Nicholas B. Kehoe, III, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. John A. MacLennan, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Ann Lisa Piercy, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Gen. Ray B. Sitton, USAF (Ret)
Col. Deborah A. Landry, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Dennis A. Leuthauser, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Philip A. Lock, USAF (Ret)
Brig. Gen. Albert L. Melton, USAF (Ret)
COL. Daniel L. Meyers, USA (Ret)
Lt. Gen. Michael A. Nelson, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Gen. Teresa Marné Peterson, PhD, USAF
(Ret)
Col. Clair W. Potter, USAF (Ret)
Col. Donald Robison, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Malcolm Rountree, USAF (Ret)
Col. David R. Scott, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Gen D. Bruce Smith, USAF (Ret)
Col. Daniel E. “Stump” Sowada, USAF (Ret)
Col. Donald W. Spearel, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Martin J. Stuart
Col. Gary R. Walston, ANG (Ret)
Maj. Allan D. Will, USAF (Ret)

Lt. Col. David H. Hartmann, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Laird Leavoy
Col. Addison C. Rawlins, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Jessica R. Stearns, USAF (Ret)
Col. Gary R. Walston, ANG (Ret)
Lt. Col. John & Catherine Wright, USAF (Ret)

		 				 				EAGLE WING

The following contributors have given donations which raised them to the next level.
WING COMMANDER EXEMPLAR

Lt. Gen. Marcus A. Anderson,USAF (Ret)
CAPT Mike Denkler, USN (Ret)
Col. Gail M. Edwards, USAF (Ret)
Col. Peter S. Miner, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Gen. Earl G. Peck, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Jessica R. Stearns, USAF (Ret)
Col. Thomas J. Tredici, USAF (Ret)

ELEMENT LEADER
Col. Vincent Baker, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. David Bullock, USAF (Ret)
CW4 William Diggle, USA (Ret)
Col. Patrick Henry, USAF (Ret)
LCDR Douglas Krebs, USN (Ret)
Lt. Col. Thomas Kullgren, USAF (Ret)
CDR Thomas Lucas, USN (Ret)
Lt. Col. Michael Montgomery, USAFR (Ret)
Col. John Murphy, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. James Perrin, USAF (Ret)
MAJ. Steven Stumpff, USA (Ret)
The Daedalian Foundation is grateful for all our
donors who contribute to inspire tomorrow’s
military aviators. We recently updated our
procedure for recognizing all donors. This
new process has allowed us to identify past
contributions and give more recognition to those
who support our mission. Thank you to all of our
generous donors.
Qualfications for each level are (cumulative totals):
Leavoy Honor Circle $50,000+
Ace of Aces $20,000+
Triple Ace $15,000+
Double Ace $10,000+
Ace $5,000+
Wing Commander Exemplar $2,000+
Wing Commander $1,000+
Squadron Commander $750+
Flight Leader $500+
Element Leader $250+
Pilot $100+
Mail gift to: The Daedalian Foundation
ATTN: Eagle Wing, PO Box 249, Universal City, TX,
78148-0249.
Make checks payable to: The Daedalian Foundation

WING COMMANDER
Col. Joseph Jarboe, USAF (Ret)

FLIGHT LEADER
Col. Wray Lasswell, USAF (Ret)
Col. Gregory Marshall, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Thomas Schwarzkopf, USAF (Ret)
Col. Leland Small, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Gen. James Whitmore, USAF (Ret)
LTC Paul Yaksic, USA (Ret)

PILOT
Maj. Hunter Barnhill, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Edwin Beckcom, USAF (Ret)
Col. Donald Bortner, USAF (Ret)
Capt. John Burns, USAF
Maj. Lewis Curtis, USAF (Ret)
LTC David Devendorf, ARNG (Ret)
Maj. William Fiedler, USAF (Ret)
Mr. Harry Fornalczy
Lt. Col. William Greener, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Jessica Guarini, USAF
Col. Carlyle Harris, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. James Harvey, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. John Jobe, USAF (Ret)
Maj. Richard Jones, USAF (Ret)
LCDR William LaBarge, USN (Ret)
Mr. John Magallon
Col. John McTasney, USAF (Ret)
LT. Ashley Pace Jr., USN
Col. Robert Phillips, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Scott Rae, USAF (Ret)
Lt. Col. Gary Roper, USAF (Ret)
Capt. Jim Rubalcaba, USAF
Maj. Stanley Tallman, USAF
CAPT. Theodore Triebel, USN (Ret)
Lt. Col. James Twaddell, USAF (Ret)
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DAEDALIAN STORE																		 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION			
The Daedalian Store can be found on our website at: daedalians.org by selecting Store in the top menu.
A variety of items are available from both the national headquarters and several Daedalian flights. Flights
interested in selling items on this page are asked to email their request to communications@daedalians.org.

W
NE

M

ITE

Facemask: $10
A sign of the times; gunmetal grey reusable cloth
facemask with the Daedalians logo. Embedded
metal nose frame and elastic ear straps with
toggles to ensure a good fit for maximum
protection.

NEW ITEM

Fishing Shirt: $45 (s/s); $50 (l/s)
White with green embroidered Daedalians crest.
Magellan brand available in men’s and women’s
styles, short and long sleeves. Allow up to two weeks
for embroidering. Specify style and size.

Please share this application with a fellow aviator. We consider the recommendation of our members to
be the best recruiting tool. Don’t forget to include your name on the Referred by line.

CONTACT INFORMATION
First Name____________________________MI_____Last Name____________________________
Mailing Address ___________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________ State _______ Zip Code ___________________________
Email address _____________________________________________________________________
Home Phone _____________________________
Cell Phone _______________________________
Check preferred phone

Reunions

To have a reunion published in the Flyer, send all applicable
details including POC name and phone number to
communications@daedalians.org no later than two quarters
ahead of the event.
12 TFW Reunion **NEW DATES!**

AC-119 Gunship Reunion XXI
Fort Walton Beach, Florida
POSTPONED until fall 2021
Shadows, Stingers and AC-47 Puff the Magic
Dragon -- air, ground and support crews; 71st, 17th
& 18th SOS; maintenance support squadrons
POC: Jim Dunn, AC-119 Assoc Life Member
ac119kjimd@aol.com
https://www.ac119gunships.com/reunion/
F-117: Short Life, Long Shadow
Tribute to commemorate 40 years of the Nighthawks
The Orleans Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada
22-23 April 2022
See the F-117 Stealth Fighter Association website:
f117sfa.org for additional details
To be added to the mailing list, send an email to:
F117nighthawkfinder@gmail.com
POC: Bill Lake
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Dayton, Ohio
22-25 Sept 2021
Includes: 12 TFW MacDill AFB; Cam Ranh AB &
Phu Cat AB (Vietnam); 12 FEW/SFW Bergstrom
AFB (Korea) and all supporting units
POC: E. J. Sherwood, 12 TFW Association
EJ12TFW@cox.net
480-396-4681
Randolph AFB Undergraduate Pilot Training
Class 70-E (70-05) 50th Reunion
Dallas, Texas
POSTPONED until 2021
POC: Howard Hackney
248-505-1964
HHackney@aviationcleanair.com
AETC Archives
HQ AETC is collecting pilot training albums and
class yearbooks to augment the AETC archives.
Mail copies to:
HQ AETC/HO
Lahm Center
100 H St. East, Ste. 1
JBSA-Randolph, TX 78150-4397
Direct questions to: aetcho.inbox@us.af.mil

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Birthdate: _________________________ Callsign/Nickname: ______________________________

MILITARY SERVICE INFORMATION
Rated Category _____________________________ Service ________________________________
Rank _________________ Retired:

Yes

No

Aircraft Flown _____________________________________________________________________
Do you prefer a paper copy of the Daedalus Flyer magazine?

Yes

No

Referred by: ______________________________________________________________________

Annual dues are $50 plus a one-time initiation fee of $50 (total $100).
Mail this form and your check payable to Daedalians to:
Daedalians, P.O. Box 249, Universal City, TX 78148-0249.
Direct any questions to membership@daedalians.org or call 210-945-2111/
Headquarters offices are open Monday-Thursday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m. to noon.
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